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Are Somerset school children getting a poor deal?
The new school funding formula for the financial year 2022/23
does not include much in the way of good news for Somerset.
The average settlement for England works out at £6,000 per
pupil. Yet just seven of the 36 secondary schools in Somerset
will receive per pupil funding above the average of all schools
in England.
Whilst disappointing, it is not exactly unexpected. Somerset
County Council (SCC) belongs to the f40 group. f40
represents 42 (we’re guessing maths was not their favourite
Marcus Fysh (pictured centre) is guest of honour at the launch of
subject at school) English local authorities with historically low
iAero in Yeovil. Article on p18
funding for education. They campaign for a fairer system for
the allocation of funding for schools. In fact they’ve been doing
it for over two decades.
f40 welcomed the introduction of the new National Funding Formula (NFF) introduced from 2018-19. However, f40 continues to have
fundamental concerns about the new formula and there is unanimous recognition that there is still more work to do to tackle
continuing unfairness of funding allocation and remaining locked-in inequalities. (Go to page 30)
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Supermarkets stocking The Leveller®
We are pleased to announce that the The Leveller® is in
several supermarket outlets across the county. Please note this
month we are in Bridgwater Asda instead of Morrisons. The
paper will be available from the 15 of the month:
Bridgwater - Sainsburys
Bridgwater - Asda
Chard - Sainsburys
Cheddar - Sainsburys
Frome - Sainsburys
Glastonbury - Morrisons
Street - Sainsburys

Taunton Tesco, Castle Street
Taunton - Sainsburys
Hankridge
Wells - Morrisons
Wincanton - Morrisons
Yeovil - Morrisons
Yeovil - Tesco

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor
I read with interest the article “Robbing Peter” (Leveller 136,
15/2/22). Although the article concentrates on the potential links
of Lipophilic statins to Dementia, there are some statements
regarding cardiovascular health that I feel should be challenged. For
example, the author states that “statins have an excellent track
record in reducing cardiovascular events” - this isn’t true; in fact
there is no proven causal link between raised Total Cholesterol and
cardiovascular events. Numerous studies (Ravnskov et al, Dr A
Malhotra) for example, have shown it is more likely that cellular
Insulin resistance linked to a high carbohydrate diet combined with
a sedentary and/or stressful lifestyle are the main factors in
promoting such events. Yet another study has shown that raised
Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL or “bad” cholesterol) is, contrary to
established belief, beneficial in people over 60 as it seems to extend
life expectancy (BMJ Open 12/6/16). If Cholesterol levels do have
any significance they do so for post Myocardial Infarction (“heart
attack”) individuals where they may benefit from being prescribed
statins, but even here, total cholesterol is not a good indicator,
more meaningful is to study HDL/LDL ratios, something the author
omits to mention.
Regards
Alan Stewart
Ilminster

Dear Andrew,
Great article about statins & I stand with you 100%.
I have been a Nurse for 40 years, am pretty cynical & have many
questions for the CCG.
1. What payment goes to a GP following a STATIN prescription?
Years ago GPs were actively encouraged by payments to 'put
people on statins' I fear the drugs companies rule the medical
world, regardless of real need. You proved that point.
2. When bloods are taken for cholesterol a simple test is often
taken. A fasting, full screen is needed to show good & bad
cholesterol, because the 'total cholesterol' amount could be made
up of lots of good cholesterol so a STATIN wouldn't be needed.
Why is this not standard practice? We need transparency.
3. A GP told a male friend (in his 60s) of mine to start STATINS. I
advised my friend to ask for his good & bad cholesterol levels but
my friend didn't get anywhere & didn't want to challenge the GP.
The same GP advised my friend to start a low carb diet, he was not
over weight nor diabetic & now he looks under weight now. I think
low carb. is great for the pre-diabetic & over weight people,
however he was advised to do this to reduce his cholesterol!!
Incorrect advice.
Name and address supplied
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Letters to the editor

Dear Editor
All of us at ACEarts would like to thank everyone of the 4,200
plus people who visited The Red Dress during its three week
stay with us. Your patience, good nature and excitement really
helped us in making the busiest time we have ever had such a
pleasure to be a part of. Many of you travelled some distance to
be here and we heard no complaints about waiting - inside or
out; the overwhelming joy and “well worth the wait” comments
as you departed further boosted our enthusiasm for this fantastic
artwork.
We look forward to welcoming many of you back to Somerton
for our Flock Together sessions or even just to pop in and say
hello.
Thank you again.
Sara Powell
Somerton

In 2010 my mother, the actress Marjie Lawrence, was diagnosed
with ovarian cancer just three weeks before she died. Had we
and her doctors been aware of the symptoms, Marjie might be
alive today. If diagnosed at the earliest stage, 9 in 10 women will
survive. But two thirds of women are diagnosed late, when the
cancer is harder to treat.
I’m writing to ask your readers to take just two minutes of their
time to learn the symptoms and spread the word to their
families and friends. The main symptoms of ovarian cancer are:
persistent bloating, feeling full or having difficulty eating, tummy
pain, and needing to wee more often or more urgently.
If you believe in a future where every woman diagnosed with
ovarian cancer has the best chance of survival, please show your
support and add your name to the open letter:
campaign.targetovariancancer.org.uk/openletter
With best wishes,
Sarah Greene, Target Ovarian Cancer Patron
London

Dear Editor
Our Villages-The Future?
From distant time the village has survived
In shape and size and spirit it has thrived,
Its people true to those who’ve gone before,
Its niche in history formed in peace and war,
Its thread of life allowing gradual change
Remaining in its essence much the same.
Take care, do not permit what cannot be undone,
Do not betray a vision our forbears have begun,
So much rich history easily brushed aside,
Views of those against as easily denied,
‘Progress’ rendering villages just the same,
Leaving only remnants and an ancient name.
Our heritage cautions what might lie in store,
Stay faithful then to those who’ve gone before.
Frank Barnard
Shapwick

Dear Editor,
I've been meaning to ask for a while. Is your misspelling (Sodoku)
of Sudoku intentional? I do genuinely wonder as it's often a 'sod'
to solve.
Regards
Dave Elliott
Ilminster
Ed says “yes that was exactly the thing. It was our little joke.”
Dear Editor
In a letter in The Leveller’s February edition, Bob Musgrave
suggests that Bridgwater Tidal Barrier money “would be better
spent restoring the river Parrett back to its maximum capacity”
and that the river should be “maintained as wide and deep as
possible”. Since its launch in 2015, Somerset Rivers Authority
(SRA) and its partners have increased and maintained the
capacity of the Parrett. Following on from the £6million spent by
the Environment Agency on dredging the Parrett and Tone in
2014, the SRA has funded new dredging upstream of
Burrowbridge and downstream to the M5 bridge. The SRA has
also funded maintenance dredging to help preserve the river’s
greater capacity.
It’s not easy working on the Parrett. Because the river is tidal,
increasing its capacity means that more water can go down to
the sea, but also a lot more water comes in. In 1961, Somerset
River Board found that to leave a safe 3 feet of riverbank above
a spring tide about 70 miles of riverbank would have to be raised

Dear Editor,
Women are being failed as the awareness crisis in ovarian cancer
deepens. Symptoms of ovarian cancer are being ignored – both
by those experiencing them and their GPs.
This March, for Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month, Target
Ovarian Cancer is urging the public to sign open letters to
governments across the UK and tell them what is needed to
combat the crisis. We desperately need to make progress in
people's knowledge of the symptoms.

Want to have your say?
Write to The editor, The Leveller, Great Western House, Westover, Langport, TA10 9RB. Or you can email
levellereditor@gmail.com but please remember to put “Letter to the editor” in the email title box. As a matter of policy we
never publish any correspondence sent to us anonymously.
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Letters to the editor
and strengthened. More than 500 acres of land would need to be
purchased, 260 houses demolished, 11 major bridges rebuilt and
the whole waterfront of Bridgwater raised. The estimated cost
was “very great”.
Since then, flood risk management authorities have preferred a
mix of different approaches. Instead of expanding the Parrett,
Somerset River Board designed the River Sowy, aka the Parrett
Flood Relief Channel, built 1969-72. The SRA is now increasing
the capacity of the Sowy and King’s Sedgemoor Drain. It is
contributing to the costs of the Bridgwater Tidal Barrier, to help
protect more than 11,500 homes and 1,500 businesses, and
supporting many measures to slow the flow of water down
through catchments.
Bob Musgrave refers to the fine section about his father Wallace
in Adam Nicolson’s 1986 book Wetland. Talking of water
coming down through the Parrett catchment, and runoff from
new housing estates, Wallace says: “It’s all going to Burrow
Bridge”. The catchment above Burrowbridge is about 463 square
miles. Historically, runoff from new developments was not
controlled, which did increase flood risks downstream, but the
target rate for runoff now is less than it is for green fields, so
new developments should actually reduce flood risks. To make
sure that drainage systems are functioning as they should, the
SRA funds detailed inspections of selected sites while they are
being built.
All this work is part of Somerset’s 20 Year Flood Action Plan,
drawn up in 2014 and overseen by the SRA. This year the plan is
being reviewed and we are going to want to hear the thoughts of
people across Somerset. I hope that Bob and readers of The
Leveller will take part.
Cllr David Hall
Chair
Somerset Rivers Authority

Dear Sir
Although I live to the north of your core area I regularly
collected my copy of The Leveller from Burnham on Sea or
Bridgwater. I enjoy the articles and scan the adverts when
visiting the area and since lockdown I have subscribed to the
subscription service.
Last year I arrempted to find a local publication in Wells and
unfortunately did not think of you at the time, and then I was ill.
However it is never too late to say thank you.
I would like to thank the four young people from Wells who
found me in a precarious position in the woods above Chepstow
on Saturday 17 July 2021, where I had fallen from the path into a
bramble covered slope from where I was unable to move.
I was lifted out, a phone call was made for an ambulance and
they stayed with me until the paramedic arrived. I have learnt my
lesson about walking alone, if they had not helped me I may have
remained trapped all night with serious consequences.
For the rest of my life this eighty year old will always remember
those four young people from Wells, although io don’t know
their names.
Yours sincerely
Roy Gpoodwin
Weston Super Mare
Dear Editor
Thank you for publishing in your February edition an article
under Town news (Hearing into plans for Bishop's Palace). The
Palace Trustees decided to withdraw the scheme for Scheduled
Monument consent and DCMS cancelled the Hearing last month.
We have since learnt that the scheme will not be coming back in
a revised form. We greatly welcome this and the newly acquired
underlying awareness.
Yours sincerely,
J Winstone
Wells
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Public Notices

Council meetings
You should be able to get details of services and meeting dates
via the contact details for your local council below:
Town Councils
Axbridge Town Council 07884 264033
https://axbridge-tc.gov.uk/
Bridgwater Town Council 01278 427692
Bruton Town Council 01749 813014
townclerk@brutontowncouncil.gov.uk
Burnham on Sea & Highbridge Town Council 01278 788088
townclerk@burnham-highbridge-tc.gov.uk
Castle Carey Town Council (01963) 359631
town.clerk@castle-cary.co.uk
Chard Town Council 01460 239567
Crewkerne Town Council 01460 74001
Frome Town Council 01373 465757
info@frometowncouncil.gov.uk
Glastonbury Town Council 01458 831769
office@glastonbury.gov.uk
Ilminster Town Council 01460 52149
town.council@ilminster.gov.uk
Langport Town Council 01458 259700 office@langport.life
Martock Town Council 01935 822891 or 07506 286382
clerk@martock-pc.gov.uk
Minehead Town Council 01643 707213
info@mineheadtowncouncil.co.uk
Shepton Mallet Town Council 01749 343984
Somerton Town Council 01458 272236
town.clerk@somertontowncouncil.gov.uk
Street Parish Council 01458 440588
Watchet Town Council 01984 633344
townclerk@watchettowncouncil.org

Wellington Town Council 01823 662855
info@wellingtontowncouncil.co.uk
Wells City Council 01749 673091 townclerk@wells.gov.uk
Wincanton Town Council 01963 31693
info@wincantontowncouncil.co.uk
Wiveliscombe Town Council 01984 631914 or
TownClerk@wiveliscombe.com
Yeovil Town Council 01935 382424 ytc@yeovil.gov.uk
District and County Councils contact details:
To contact all our districts and county councils for anything to
do with COVID 19: 0300 790 6275
For other matters:
Mendip: 0300 303 8588
South Somerset: 01935 462462
Sedgemoor: 0300 303 7800
Somerset West & Taunton: 0300 304 8000
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Public Information

The Somerset Day
15 March
Sunrise 6.26 am
Sunset 6.14 pm
15 April
Sunrise 6.17 am
Sunset 8.05 pm

Markets
Here once again is our small
directory of markets with the
where and when they are held.
And if you’d like us to add one
that you are aware of that
It does seem to come round all too rapidly, but it is that time of
we’ve missed out - please do
the year again when we alter our clocks and move seamlessly to
get in touch. At the time of writing all those markets with
British Summer Time. Your clocks go forward one hour at 1am
food stalls were going ahead as usual. Obviously be aware that
on the last Sunday in March, which this year will be the 27 March.
may change, but for now food outlets are allowed to continue
So at 1am it will become, as if by
selling as before. But please observe the social distancing
magic 2am. Many devices with
advice as far as possible.
clocks in them these days change
w 9-2
Tue
Castle Cary Market Place BA7 7AH
their internal clocks automatically.
w 9.30-12.30 Glastonbury Country T Hall BA6 9EL
Tue
However some don’t. Which can
Tuew 9-3
Yeovil Lower Middle St. BA20 1LQ
make life confusing, going round
Wedw 9-4
Wells Market Place BA5 2RP
and trying to work out whether
Thuw 8-2
Ilminster Market Sq. TA19 0AQ
your oven has gone forwards
Thu w 9-12 Street Country U R Ch. High St.BA16 0ER
(possibly not) or your computer
Thuw 9-4
Street High St. Farm Rd. BA16 0EN
(almost certainly). Oh well, first
Thuw 9-3
Taunton S. Farmers High St TA1 3PT
world problems….
Friw 9-2
Bridgwater Castle Fore St. TA6 3BX
4/5 9-1
Fri
Burnham-on-Sea
Farmers High St.TA8 1AG
by Paul Adamson
Fri 4/5 10-2 Langport Produce Town Sq. TA10 9RP
Moon Phases
Star clusters. Known as Friw 8.30-2 Minehead Park St. TA24 5NQ
Full 18th March /
The Beehive cluster it is Friw 9-2
Shepton Mallet Market Place BA4 5AZ
Last Qtr 25th March /
visible to the naked eye Fri1st 10-12.30 Somerton Market Sq. TA11 7LX
New 1st April /
under dark skies but it’s
Friw 9-4.30 Taunton “Pannier” High St. TA1 3PT
First Qtr 9th April
in binoculars that the
Friw 9-3
Yeovil Lower Middle St. BA20 1LQ
Planets
thousands of Stars live
Sat4th 10-12 Barrington Producers V Hall TA19 0JE.
With no bright
up to the name.
Sat3rd 11-3
Bruton Quaperlake St. BA10 0HQ
Planets to see in the
Celestial Events
w 9-1
Sat
Chard
Fore St. TA20 1PP
evening sky early
The Spring Equinox
w 8.30-12 Wiveliscombe community hall car park.
Sat
morning is the time
when day and night are
to look to see Venus rises in
equal takes place on the 20th of Sat1st 10-12 Churchinford V Hall TA3 7DJ
Sat3rd 9-1
Crewkerne Farmers Market Sq. TA18 7LN
the South-East before dawn
March.
Sat3rd 10-12 Drayton V Hall TA10 0NL
along with the
Sat4th 10-1
Glastonbury Farmers Market Cross BA6 9EU
much fainter
2nd 9-12
Sat
Hatch Beauchamp Produce V Hall TA3 6SG
Mars and Mid
March early April
Sat2nd 10-1 Martock Farmers Moorlands TA12 6DH
Saturn.
Sat1st 9.30-11.30 North Curry V Hall, Greenway TA3 6NQ
Constellation
Satw 10-4 Langport Vintage Town Sq. TA10 9RP
Between the
Satw 9-12 Somerton Country Unicorn Hotel TA11 7PR
Constellations of
Satw 9-4.30 Taunton Craft High St. TA1 3PT
Gemini and Leo
Satalt. 9-12 Wellington Farmers High St. TA21 8AQ
is the location of
Satw 9-4
Wells Market Place BA5 2RP
Cancer which
Sun1st 10-3 Frome Independent High St. BA11 1ER

Adjust your timepieces

Sky Diary

although devoid
of any bright
Stars contains
one of the most
spectacular open

C:\...\Wells Market Apples.jpg

The Somerset Levels Stargazers….
Holds monthly meetings. For details please contact:
Somersetlevelsstargazers@hotmail.com
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Job Column

Trustees Wanted

Volunteers Needed

Make a difference

Langport Red Cross shop urgently needs some new
volunteers to help out.

The South West Heritage Trust is a charity with
responsibility for important parts of Somerset and
Devon’s rich heritage.
As a result of trustee retirements, the Trust wants to
appoint up to three new people to join its board of
trustees. They would be part of the team with overall
strategic responsibility for millions of archive treasures,
museums collections reaching back to prehistory and
more than 400 acres of heritage landscapes. Well over
100,000 people visit Trust sites every year and formal
learning programmes reached 10,000 young people.
Trust responsibilities include the Museum of Somerset
in Taunton, Glastonbury’s Rural Life Museum, and
Heritage Centres in Taunton, Exeter and Barnstaple.
David Gwyther, Chair of the Trust, said: “Our heritage
plays a central role in defining who we are as individuals
and communities. The Trust has the great privilege of
looking after major parts of that heritage and making it
important to people of all ages and backgrounds. Becoming
a trustee is a chance to help make a real difference.”
More information about becoming a trustee can
be found on the Trust website
at swheritage.org.uk.
The closing date for applications is 8 April.

We open from 10 to 12 each morning except Sunday. Most
volunteers do between once a month up to twice a week so
it need not be a huge commitment and we are very flexible.
Do pop in one morning and give us the once over.

Contact Chris Cox, Group Leader
01458 273085, 07963 689 699,
cox.cj@btinternet.com

Distributor Wanted
The Leveller® has a vacancy for someone
to deliver newspapers in the Yeovil area.
It involves a couple of hours work
once a month.
You will need your own transport and a
current clean driving license
For more details please email:
levellereditor@gmail.com

Advertisement
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Local News - Langport, Somerton and villages

Huish Episcopi a Neighbourhood Area

And now we are 10
In March 2012, on a sports field by the River Parrett, a group of
volunteers in Kingsbury Episcopi opened a village shop in a
shipping container. The last shop in the village had closed its
doors a decade earlier in 2002. For Kingsbury locals, that meant a
six-to-eight-mile return journey to Martock or Langport for
provisions. With poor public transport and roads cut off by
flooding this could have left residents feeling increasingly isolated.
But they are a resilient bunch in Kingsbury Episcopi. By 2008, a
shop committee had been formed and in March 2011 The
Kingsbury Community Enterprise Ltd was officially registered.

In answer to the title many of you will, we imagine, be wondering
what on earth is one of those? It has nothing to do with
Neighbourhood Watch and policing and everything to do with
planning. In short, it is defined as the geographical boundary
within which your Neighbourhood Plan, including all its policies,
will apply. And you may be thinking that Huish Episcopi does not
as yet have a Neighbourhood Plan, because surely if it did you
would have heard about it. Hopefully been consulted about it?
And you would be right. Before an area can have a
Neighbourhood Plan, it must be declared a Neighbourhood Area.
It is becoming increasingly common for parish councils across
Somerset to go for a Neighbourhood Plan. Mainly because, in
theory at least, it gives local people more control over what gets
built and where.
Whole parish
In this case, Huish Episcopi have applied for the whole Parish
Council area to be designated a Neighbourhood Area. And Huish
Episcopi Parish Council pretty well surrounds Langport. It is not
just the estates around the Huish Academy School. It includes the
Westover Trading estate, the village of Wearne and much of the
area to the west of Shires Garage going as far as Bowdens Crest
and taking in much of the village of Combe.
The Parish Council applied to South Somerset District Council
for Neighbourhood Area status, and that has now been granted. Volunteers move stock from the old shipping container
to the shop in the brand new community hub
So, what happens next? Work must start on a Neighbourhood
Plan and to do that the Parish Council will aim to hire a
consultant to help with the process. And as these things are not
The shop opened a year later in the shipping container and was
cheap, they will be starting to look for grant funding too.
soon dubbed The Tardis for the remarkable amount of stock it
held inside. With 60 active volunteers, it opened seven days a
week and was soon financially viable, as well as being an
important social hub.
The state of the roadside fingerposts of Somerset regularly comes This was only the beginning though. Bigger plans were being
hatched for … a new purpose-built building with shop,
up for discussion at all levels of our local government. There is
community centre and sports pavilion all under one roof, no less.
much discussion, action is harder to find. The fingerposts are a
But how to pay for it? After public meetings, fund-raising through
much loved part of Somerset’s heritage. However, they are not
some pretty big local events (remember this is a village that puts
cheap to keep in good order and several have signs of rust and
on Party by the Parrett, May Festival and the Lowland Games)
corrosion.
and a lottery grant the money came in.
Huish Episcopi Parish Council is taking the initiative. Last month
they spent £1,350 on refurbishing the fingerpost on the corner of Locally they managed to raise £200,000. The National Lottery,
impressed by Kingsbury’s ambition, determination and hard work
Field Road (the A372) outside the church. It is not cheap, but
someone has to bite the bullet if we are not to lose them forever. eventually agreed to an application for more than £700,000.
Together with grants from South Somerset District Council, the
Two more fingerposts in the parish will be due for a makeover
Parish Council, Defra and others, the project finally got off the
over the course of the next 12 months.
ground.
Today the shop is a lively village hub, selling local food, household
groceries and, since 2017, it also provides post office and banking
The finger post
services. It has been a lifeline to local residents. And of course it
before and after also stocks The Leveller®!

Pointing the finger
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Local News - Langport, Somerton and villages

Martock Mess
It has been a mad six months in Martock, or at least in the world
of Martock Parish Council (MPC). It had all the appearances of
being well run and doing all the things parish councils are
supposed to do. Since then, the comings and goings of
councillors have been nothing short of dizzying at times.
The Parish Clerk, Christine Berry went on long-term sick leave.
A locum clerk, Tony Jay was appointed. A settlement was agreed
with Ms Berry who then departed the council. Tony Jay then left
for pastures new. In his place, not one but two locum clerks
were appointed.
There has been a lot of movement among councillors too. Chair
Neil Bloomfield resigned last year. His replacement, Louise
Clerk, was appointed and resigned a couple of months later. A
new chair was appointed at the February meeting, Cllr John
Hole, and a new vice chair, Alan Potter. We wish them good
luck, it sounds as if they’ll need it. By the time of that February
meeting five councillors had resigned. After the February
meeting two more councillors resigned, Tina Randell and Andy
Robinson. Mr Robinson also published a lengthy resignation
letter explaining his concerns.
All those comings and going do not bode well. What has been
going on behind the scenes? What has been kept from the
public? Of course the answer to that question is one we cannot
know. Needless to say a great deal of unrest, allegation and
counter allegation has been played out on Facebook. Amidst all
the posts, one councillor created a Facebook poll asking
residents if all these posts were bringing the parish council into
disrepute. The answer came back resoundingly: 100 out of 110
said no and 74 of them said they weren’t because “people want
transparency”. That speaks volumes. So what do people want to
know more about?
More questions than answers
Let’s start with the appointment of locum clerk Tony Jay and
Proper Officer Fiona Hook. We could find no minutes or agenda
items published by MPC showing either officer’s appointment
had been ratified by the council. The current clerk told us: “All
appointments have been ratified through council as far as I am
aware.” We asked which minutes of which meeting ratified those
appointments. At the time of going to press we had heard
nothing further.
The Leveller® has seen the text of a complaint lodged against
former locum clerk Tony Jay. It alleges that Tony Jay acted as
advisor to Christine Berry in negotiation with MPC. It further
alleges that at a council meeting on 5 November 2021 Tony Jay
presented papers recommending MPC settle with Christine
Berry in such a manner that he was effectively representing both
sides. Of course these are allegations. And it is only one side of
the argument. We contacted Tony Jay for his response. He
denies the allegations and you can read the statement from the
Association of Local Council Clerks to the right.
We did ask the clerk of MPC whether the documentation
advising MPC of the best course of action to consider the future
of Christine Berry, presented at the 5 November meeting had
been properly retained.
The clerk responded saying that: “Any matters concerning council
employees are confidential.” While this is true, it is also irrelevant
to our question. We pointed out that we did not ask to read the
papers, All we asked for was confirmation that they existed and
had been properly retained. MPC, like any other council, is
obliged to keep paperwork pertinent to any decisions that it
makes. We had heard nothing further from the clerk at the time
of going to press.
The fact the clerk feels unable to confirm this simple fact is not
encouraging.
No resolution
We also asked the clerk about a proposed resolution from Cllr
Andy Robinson prior to his resignation. He had clearly not been
satisfied that council business was in good order. Now he might

be right or wrong about that. But all he proposed was a
resolution for the 23 February meeting of MPC to appoint an
investigator to look into the affairs of the council.
That should have brought out into the open things that have
remained hidden.
Bizarrely, the clerk refused to allow the item on the agenda.
When we asked why, she told us: “The agenda belongs to the
Clerk and their decision is final. This matter will be discussed at a
future HR committee meeting.” Discussing a matter at an HR
meeting is completely different from discussing
a matter in a full council meeting. Mainly
because fewer councillors are on the HR
committee. And in any case that in itself is not
a reason for the clerk to refuse to place the
item on the full council agenda.
Control
And although the clerk is right that she does
control the agenda, that is far from the whole
picture. The standing orders of MPC
are clear and they are the same as most parish
councils use.
Standing order 9c, 9d and 9e require the clerk to consider if the
wording of a resolution is appropriate (and to amend it if it isn’t)
and to consult with the chair and councillors. At the time the
motion was presented MPC had neither chair nor vice chair.
Furthermore, item 9h requires that: "Motions rejected shall be
recorded with an explanation by the Proper Officer of the reason for
rejection." And, as we pointed out, our question was why the
clerk had rejected the motion. To date we have had no response
to that question either.
And of course it will leave Martock taxpayers wondering why
the clerk is suppressing a motion which seeks to get an
explanation for all the comings and goings at MPC over the past
six months. Bear in mind that even if the motion were put to
council, it is still up to councillors. They could vote it down if
they liked. Although that might not be a good look. But – for
now at least – they will not have that opportunity.
New Chair, John Hole should have the last word. This from a
facebook post made as we were going to press:
“There is no doubt that the council is a mess at the moment and a
former councillor described the chairs position as ‘the poison chalice’
.Mistakes have been made and we are going through things to ensure
that lessons have been learnt and we can move forward for the
benefit of the village. It is wrong to suggest that all the problems come
from the last six months, there are issues we are finding that go back
years…..” And again “This is not a case of Good v Evil and there is
possible bullying on both sides. The issue is that whilst people may not
see themselves as bullying it’s how their comments are received that is
important.”
We wanted to get a response from Tony Jay in respect of the
complaint referred to in our article. We contacted him through
the Association of Local Council Clerks. They responded to us
and we are pleased to include their statement verbatim:
Statement from Ian Smith for the
Association of Local Council Clerks
We confirm we have received a complaint about Tony Jay.
In response Mr Jay says that he began his duties as Locum Clerk
for Martock Parish Council on 29th September 2021. At that
time he was not acting as the ALCC representative for any
member of staff at Martock Parish Council. He concluded his
duties as Locum Clerk for Martock Parish Council on 18th
November 2021. Between 29th September 2021 and 18th
November 2021 he did not act as the ALCC representative for
any member of staff at Martock Parish Council. Whilst acting as
Locum Clerk for Martock Parish Council, at no stage did Tony Jay
recommend to the Martock Parish Councillors that they reach
any financial settlement with any person.
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Somerton Post Office to close

Health Matters by Brian Pearson

The Post Office has notified us that the Somerton Post Office will
close on 31 March 2022 following the resignation of the
postmaster. The buildings, opposite Tony’s Fish and Chips are
also being taken out of Post Office use.
We all know now that when we read the words “XYZ is
important to us” we need to be wary. We mention this as the
letter from the Post Office states that: “The provision of a Post
Office service to our customers in the local community is
important to us….”! In fact so important that, as of now, the Post
Office have no plans to provide a temporary or interim service. A
temporary arrangement has been possible in several communities,
most recently Frome, to cover a period where a community has
been left without a Post Office.
A new kind of Post Office
It seems there are currently no applicants or potential applicants
looking to provide a service. However, again based on the Post
Office’s recent track record, we can be reasonably sure that the
days of a purpose-built Post Office are over. The Post Office are
now looking for “potential retail partners interested in running a
branch locally on our behalf.” In other words, rather as it is in
Langport and Curry Rivel, the service will be provided as a
counter in someone’s shop.
So, if any of Somerton’s retailers do fancy taking on a Post Office
counter, now is your moment. The vacancy is currently being
advertised on the Post Office website www.runapostoffice.co.uk
and they say that all applications will be carefully considered.
However, whatever happens next is likely to see a significant
downgrading of Post Office provision in the town. This is a direct
quote from the Post Office letter: “I would like to assure you that
we are currently investigating the options available which will enable us
to reinstate a Post Office service to the local community. In exploring
this, it is important that any future service is sustainable for the person
operating the service, and for Post Office Limited. Future provision will
reflect customer numbers and usage and we may take the opportunity
to establish an alternative type of service.”

It would seem there are mixed feelings about the easing and
removal of the restrictions with which we have become so
familiar over the past two years. Some people have expressed
relief at being able to re-engage with life as it was; others remain
cautious and apprehensive, especially those who are in the
‘vulnerable’ category. What is still being urged is for us all to act
responsibly and with consideration for others whose choices at
this point may differ from our own.
What we have to accept is that the Coronavirus has not gone
away and neither, in the foreseeable future – if ever, will
it. However, we have been able to build up our defences – not
least through the extensive vaccination programme – and the
reduction in the number of serious cases, hospital admissions and
fatalities has been heartening.
But what about our ‘fighting back’. Is it possible to beat the
virus? What we can say is that treatments – antiviral medication –
have been developed to reduce the impact and severity of
COVID-19 symptoms. The drugs that have emerged have all been
thoroughly tested and passed as safe, so now the focus is on
which symptoms can be targeted effectively, which patients
benefit and in what ways.
Research projects are underway nationally and recently three
‘hubs’ in the SW (one based in South Somerset) have been
recruiting volunteers who, once taking the prescribed medication,
keep a journal and are carefully monitored by follow-up
interviews.
Perhaps for some the image of ‘medical research’ is that of people
in white coats, bent over laboratory microscopes and studying
the contents of test-tubes. In fact, much of the research relies on
members of the public providing information, their views and
feedback on a wide range of topics and issues. There are many
ways to contribute to this work and more information can be
found by visiting the website of the National Institute for Health
Research (www.nihr.ac.uk).
The author is a Research Team Volunteer with Symphony Health
raising awareness of issues like this within the South Somerset
area.

Exciting Times
Last month we reported on two public meetings held in
Somerton to discuss the future of the Kirkham Field. The last
green space in the centre of Somerton is scheduled for
development. This was part of the deal that enabled Somerset
County Council (SCC) to pay for the brand new primary school
on the other side of the town at Northfields.
The field therefore finds itself in a tug-of-war between residents
who want to save the green space, and a council that needs to
find the money to pay for a school it has already built. The
Kirkham Field Trust (the Trust) has raised £130,000 in funds and
has promises of grants totalling £37,500. But the amount that
SCC wants for the field is £750,000.
However, there was much excitement this spring when a new
possibility was introduced. The not-for-profit organisation, The
Kindred Foundation and Studio Shaw have plans to preserve
two-thirds of the field as a green space for the people of
Somerton, and retain one-third to develop as a sustainable
community housing scheme.

Assuming the sum needed to meet SCC’s asking price can be
met between the Trust and the Kindred Foundation, that only
leaves SCC to decide it is willing to accept the offer. But what
about residents?
Two public meetings were held in Somerton last month to
present the plans and give residents the chance to air their
views. The public meetings were held as two identical sessions
(afternoon and evening) to enable as many members of the
community as possible to attend. Both sessions were successful,
attracting some 80 people in all, with positive and encouraging
feedback from the public.
Residents were shown a video presentation that was made
demonstrating the previous work of The Kindred Foundation
and Studio Shaw on co-housing elsewhere. Afterwards there was
opportunity for an informal Q&A session which provided further
discussion. Overall, the Trust believes it was a successful event
and there seemed to be a general sense of approval from those
attending that this was a positive way forward.

Council gives grant to Wells Food Network
The February meeting of Somerton Town Council agreed to grant £500 towards the Wells Food network. Whilst the Town Council
do not usually grant money to bodies from other parts of the county, this is a bit different. The Wells food Network plan to put on
The Somerset Food Trail. This is a 10-day celebration of locally produced, nature-friendly food and farming to be held between the 15
and 24 July this year. It is planned to showcase Somerton’s sustainable farms and food businesses on the Trail. The grant application
suggests that a programme of events in Somerton might involve some of the following activities: teas, tastings, product sampling, street
food, market stalls, cooking demos, competitions, an allotment/community BBQ or cook-up, even food-oriented cycle tours and
health walks - anything goes, as long as the spotlight is on food that is grown or produced in Somerset in a sustainable way. The food
trail has already gained the support of Mendip and Wells and Langport Town Council have also been approached as well. Councillors
approved the grant on condition that feedback from a representative of the Food Trail will be given after the event.
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Watchet wins grant to help
tackle fuel poverty

Bridgwater new lights
Residents and visitors to the Bridgwater Docks will notice a
brighter, crystal-clear tinge to the seven streetlights around the
dock basin. Sedgemoor District Council (SDC) has now
completed a programme to convert all SDC-owned streetlights
to the more eco-friendly LED alternatives. Most of the
streetlights in Sedgemoor are owned by Somerset County
Council, but Sedgemoor owns a total of 185 lights in various
places such as car parks, in and around paths on housing estates,
parks and open spaces.
As part of its green agenda, SDC has run a three-year rolling
programme to change all the lights over to the LED bulbs. The
lights at the Bridgwater Docks were the last to be changed.
SDC tells us the benefits are:
● LED lights last up to six times longer than the old sone (a
type of LED light) style
● LED are up to 80% more energy efficient
● LED lights are free of toxic chemicals like mercury or harmful
gases

Fuel poverty grants have been handed out to charities in
Somerset, as part of a drive to help local people live more
sustainably and stay warm this winter. The awards have come
from Western Power Distribution (WPD), the electricity
distributor for the region, which distributes £1 million a year to
community initiatives and local good causes through its
‘Community Matters’ fund.
Watchet Town Council has been awarded a generous £10,000.
The grant will allow the council to work with local partners to
identify individuals facing fuel poverty and provide access to
support via the local Citizens Advice Bureau. Sarah Reed,
Responsible Financial Officer & Town Clerk at Watchet Town
Council was clearly delighted: “Watchet Town Council is extremely
pleased and grateful to have been awarded a grant from Western
Power. Watchet in West Somerset is within an area having the lowest
social mobility in the country and has high levels of deprivation,
exacerbated by the problems generated by the COVID pandemic. The
fund will be a tremendous help in addressing local fuel poverty and
how to improve energy efficiency for families struggling with their fuel
bills at this critical time.”

Reducing Traffic in Wells

More, but not as much as theirs…
A couple of months ago we reported on Wells City Council
putting up the council tax by some 40%. Now we’ve seen figures
for St Cuthbert Out, the large parish council that surrounds
Wells and incorporates a number of the suburbs of the city.
St Cuthbert Out called for a precept of £121,487 for 2021/22 and
this year they will be asking for £156,880. Overall that’s a rise in
the precept of £35,000. That's around 29% up on the previous
year.
Council Chair Marcel Hayden explained why the precept would
be rising. He told us: “Apart from the General increase due to
inflation we have the following items which contribute to the increase:
·
Election Costs for the four Parish Wards, forced onto us
by the pending elections being brought forward one year due to
unitary elections.
·
Allotments and ground maintenance across the Parish.
·
Funding towards Horrington school crossing member to
ensure safety of pupils.
·
Training to cover new legislation.
·
National insurance increase.
We have tried our best to keep all other increases as low as possible.”
He also pointed out that the annual increase for a band D
taxpayer in St Cuthbert Out was £16.49 compared with
approximately £20 for a Wells Band D payer!

Town Deal Moves Forward
Over 350 people attended an open day event at Glastonbury
Town Hall on 25th February to find out more about the 12
community-led projects that comprise Glastonbury’s bid for
£23.6m under Government’s Town Deal.
Local residents were able to speak to the people behind the
individual projects, asking questions and sharing their thoughts
and suggestions, which will feed into the Business Case process
that is currently underway.
A similar open day event is planned for late April or early May,
and details will be published on the Glastonbury Town Deal
website and social media pages once confirmed.
Although the overarching projects and outcomes are fixed, the
detail of each project is yet to be confirmed, which is why
feedback from the local community is being gathered through
these open day events. The Business Cases must be submitted to
the government by the end of June 2022, with funds being
released as and when the individual Business Cases have been
approved.

Wells City Council are making a bid for funding from the National
High Streets project. The council can bid for up to £15,000 to
regenerate the High Street. Lots of possibilities were available.
They could animate local empty shop units, make the high street
more welcoming, make it more inclusive or look to encourage a
more diverse retail offering. Any project must be capable of
delivery in full by March 2023.
Wells has now reached the second phase of the bidding process.
After taking a look at the Wells Neighbourhood Plan, the council
have been looking at how to make the High Street feel more
inclusive. This would specifically be done by reducing the amount
of vehicle traffic and improving access to shops for pedestrians.
One suggestion was to close the High Street to traffic on market
day; another to introduce traffic calming measures.
Calm traffic
In a paper presented to the City Council’s January meeting,
quotes for reviewing traffic movements in the centre ranged from
just over £1,000 to more than £5,000. Somerset County Council
were not keen on shutting the high street for market day. Mainly
because they would still have to run a bus service along Sadler
Street and the High Street.
The alternative option, traffic calming measures, would see a
“table” installed between Fudge Corner at 2 High Street and the
entrance to the market square. This would raise the road on the
corner formed at the end of Sadler Street where it meets the
High Street, with ramps to drive on and off it, thereby slowing
traffic.
The corner is almost at a 90-degree angle, so it is not, at first
sight, an obvious place to put in traffic calming. Especially as both
sides of the High Street have water channels on either side of the
street.
Clearly the City Council disagree. The options were put to the
City Council meeting on 27 January. The Town Clerk advised that
Councillors with businesses in the city that they could still vote
and did not require to declare an interest as the proposal. And
with that they voted unanimously for traffic calming measures to
be taken forward.

Jubilee Orchard
Thirty native apple trees have been planted in the Diamond
Jubilee Field at Apex Park, Highbridge. They were planted in
readiness for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee celebrations.
Val Morely, Friends of Apex Park volunteer and Lizzie Bull,
Sedgemoor’s Parks Assistant did the actual spadework.
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iAero - its getting better all the time
When an invitation to the launch of a
new start-up ‘incubator’ lands on the
floor at Leveller® Towers, our hearts
generally sink. Somerset seems awash
with the things. “Incubators are buildings
set up with the intention of helping young
technology businesses get going. They are
meant to offer a range of sizes of
floorspace, a mix of office space and
laboratory facilities and the financial
infrastructure and technology support
that you wouldn’t find in a normal
building to rent. Ideally they piggy back on
a major local business to spin off new
ideas and new potential businesses from
their core offering.
The common approach in Somerset has
been what is known as “build it and they
will come”. Stick up a building, give it a
fancy name and then engage in an act of
collective prayer that something will
happen. Unfortunately it won’t. It never
does.
It is not how they do things at successful
start-up incubators in places like Oxford,
Cambridge or even more locally in Bristol
and Exeter. In university towns, spin-outs
and start-ups build on the experiments
and applications developed at the
university. They are developed locally and
the businesses that are incubated, usually
remain close to the university campus.
They look for other ingredients too. A
combination of academic excellence, seed
funding, and a cluster of similar businesses
provide support and expertise and, in
some cases, an exit route.
Of course here in the heart of Somerset
we do not have a resident university. It is
lucky that the county has a world class
university in Bath, and an outreach of
Bournemouth University in Yeovil. But
there are no obvious clusters, very little
in the way of venture capital and almost
nothing in the way of organised seed
funding groups to provide start-up capital.
Yeovil already has an innovation centre
built to capitalise on Westlands, the

world class helicopter manufacturer now
known as Leonardo. The innovation
centre has been commercially successful.
It is full, it generates rent and they are
building another one next door. But in
terms of providing an incubator for
technology businesses in general, and
spin-outs from Leonardo in particular, it
has been a dismal flop. Major tenants
have often been low tech (Western
Gazette, Breeze Radio, charities and
service businesses).
Ready for take-off
So when the invitation to the launch of
iAero arrived, we were feeling
underwhelmed. Another new building.
Another hapless attempt to take
advantage of Leonardo? Another batch of
random businesses?
But no. This already sounds like a very
different experience. The building is
smart and modern and full of the usual
sort of spaces you expect. It cost £10m
to build with the money coming from
Somerset County Council, Heart of the
South West LEP and, oddly enough, the
European Structural and Investment
Funds Growth Programme.
The speeches all sounded much as
speeches do at these events. We were
told the success of the project depended
on bringing in tenants. Something we
could probably
have worked out
for ourselves. A
Government
minister waxed
lyrical about
research and
development
spending and
seizing the
opportunity in the
aerospace sector.
But this is no
“build it and they
will come”
exercise. So what’s

different? For starters Nick Witney, MD
of Leonardo was on hand to explain that
Leonardo would be the anchor tenant at
the facility. Now that is different. Then he
explained they would be bringing in
academia to do research with Leonardo
at the building and they have rooms set
aside already for this work.
Seed funding missing
Of course there is nothing here that will
help with the lack of seed and venture
funding that young tech businesses need
to realise their potential. But at least if
there is a centre which is generating new
research and creating new business
opportunities, there will be an incentive
for one to develop.
The centre was officially opened by local
MP Marcus Fysh. And there was a real
buzz. A lot of people in a room with no
masks was not necessarily what we might
have been hoping for, but there were
representatives from lots of interested
parties who seemed genuinely excited
about what was going to be happening
here.
Of course the proof of the pudding has
still to come. But Yeovil may yet be the
lucky recipient of a start-up incubator
that actually achieves what it set out to
do.

Flag Day
If you thought that European funding ended with Brexit, then
think again. Sedgemoor District Council has been allocated a
sum of money under the Welcome Back Fund, which is funded
from the European Regional Development Fund.
The fund provides local authorities with resources to support
their towns, villages and tourism attractions. Specifically it is to
help overcome the negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In Bridgwater, Burnham-on-Sea and Highbridge they’ll be doing
this by putting out flags in the town centre. In South Somerset,
towns like Langport and Ilminster are used to having colourful
flags lighting up the town centre in the summer months and now
Sedgemoor is to follow suit.
It makes the town centre colourful and friendly and, frankly,
more attractive to residents and visitors alike. Things are well
underway in Burnham-on-Sea and Highbridge, where a number

of designs have been created by local residents as part of art
projects delivered by SEED Sedgemoor.
Slow in Bridgwater?
In Bridgwater things are going a little more slowly. All we know
for now is that there will be up to 40 flags, all different,
representing either famous people or places. Presumably 40
famous people from Bridgwater?
For now Sedgemoor are appealing for help with hanging out the
flags. If you run a business in Bridgwater and would like to
display a flag or need a bracket to install in order to fly a flag,
please contact the Council’s Economic Development Team
on economic.development@sedgemoor.gov.uk
But hopefully we’ll have more news on the designs, who is doing
the work and some community involvement before too long.
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Climate Action Taunton celebrates
Climate Action Taunton is over the
moon after being awarded £10,000 in
funding from The National Lottery
Community Fund. The charity will use the
funding to set up and run a climate
emergency hub in Taunton and a
programme of activities to help
communities across Taunton come
together to discuss and agree
actions. They have already had 20
volunteers sign up and nearly 100 people
wanting to be involved with Climate
Action Taunton.
Before Christmas, thanks to the support
of Taunton Heritage Trust and Taunton
Rotary, they ran a pilot ‘pop-up’ hub in
the former Top Shop premises in North
Street. That was set up at short notice.
The interest and support it received from
the public and from other environmental
groups convinced its trustees that the
idea is a winner. Now they are hoping to
set up a more long-term hub and are in
the process of looking for premises. They
had hoped to relaunch at the Glass Box
in Taunton Library but this has not been
possible to date and the group are keen
to have another ‘pop-up’ location.
Climate Action Taunton is in talks with
the local council and other property
owners to negotiate the use of one of the
many empty shops in Taunton town
centre.
Trustees believe the hub will bring new
life to the town, supporting retail
businesses to thrive. The current aim is
to open the hub this April.

The hub will be a focus for information
and action about climate change for the
residents of the county town and its
surroundings. By bringing people together
and cutting through the jargon, the
exhibitions, workshops and other
activities at the hub will help individuals
and communities better understand and
tackle the impact of climate change on
their environment and their lives.
They get information from a range of
sources (never a single source) including
the Centre for Sustainable Energy,
Carbon Literacy Trust, Committee on
Climate Change (CCC) and International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
But there is emphasis on local groups
too. They also promote and provide
information about local groups such as
Somerset Wildlife Trust, Quantock Eco,
Taunton Transition Town, Taunton Area
Cycling Campaign and other groups
aligned with the ideals of carbon
neutrality.
They are actively working on engagement
with young people – this is being done
through people who put themselves
forward to support Climate Action
Taunton at the pilot hub. That work is
focused on better understanding their
views of climate action and how best to
engage them. In short, how best to
develop a youth-centred approach to
climate action work?
While finding new premises for a hub is a
critical part of their operational model,
there is other work to do, most coming

from the contacts they made running the
pilot. A lot of work is going into
developing a network with existing
community organisations. This will enable
them to engage with people at places
where they are already meeting to
discuss climate-related issues that are of
concern to them and to better
understand those issues.
Meanwhile they are working up the
details for a follow-up exhibition arising
from a food and farming online forum
held in December 2021. The idea is to
engage with an artist to produce an
interactive interpretation/exhibition of
the many positive actions being taken
around Taunton to protect and enhance
nature. Because food and farming
practices and stewardship of nature are
closely linked to reducing our carbon
footprint and increasing carbon capture,
they felt such an exhibition could be
mounted in community spaces, including
a new hub.
There’s certainly no shortage of ambition
for the group and that lottery funding will
undoubtedly be well used. Karuna
Tharmananthar, a trustee of Climate
Action Taunton told The Leveller®: “So
many people, of all ages and outlooks, are
worried about climate change but don’t know
how or even whether they can make a
difference. The lottery funding will help us
make a difference to people’s lives and to
the quality of the environment in
Taunton. We are very grateful to receive the
funding.”

Taunton Minster
On Sunday, 13 March, St Mary Magdalene church in Taunton
held a service which marked the day it officially became Taunton
Minster. At 158 feet high, the tower of St
Mary Magdalene is the tallest building in
Somerset and the current building has stood
on that spot for more than 500 years. There
has been a church here since at least 1308.
The idea that St Mary’s becomes a minster
church was originally proposed by Taunton
Deane Councillors some six years ago (before
the merger with West Somerset). So, what
has changed?
What is a minster?
Originally a minster church was a church
associated with a monastic community. The
word minster is believed to derive from the
Latin monasterium. Certainly before the
Normans turned up, minsters were usually
founded under royal patronage and were
granted charters that bestowed lands upon
them to support the monks or nuns in their
contemplative life.
As monastic life moved away from parishes
and into larger monastic institutions (such as
Glastonbury Abbey) during the middle ages,
many minsters became simply parish churches.
As a result, minsters are much rarer than you
might think. Before 1990 only 14 churches had

the official designation of minster, none in Somerset. The nearest
to us are Warminster in Wiltshire and Wimborne Minster in
Dorset.
Interestingly, although Ilminster has the name
and a church commonly referred to as the
minster, it is not considered a proper minster.
In other words it was never granted a charter
or an official designation as a minster.
However, since 1990 no fewer than 16 churches
have been designated as minsters. Taunton will
be the 17th. The church will continue to
function as a parish church. It will also remain
the home of the Suffragan Bishop of Taunton
the Rt Revd Ruth Worsley. Suffragan Bishops
are assistant bishops to the main Bishop of the
Diocese. So Taunton is on a par with Bath
Abbey as being the seat of a Suffragan Bishop
within the Diocese of Bath and Wells.
Taunton Minster will aim to host conferences,
training and continue to expand the work of the
church community within the town. A Taunton
Minster Council is being established to
represent the arts organisations, local business,
the charity and voluntary sector, police,
educational establishments, local authorities, the
Youth Parliament, health, recreation and sport,
as well as Taunton’s wider religious
communities.
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Exclusive: Wincanton's Ex-Town Clerk Speaks Out by James Garrett
Sam Atherton, who spent over a decade
as clerk to Wincanton Town Council
(WTC) before resigning in 2020 over
alleged bullying by the council chair, has
spoken out after the authority received
what she described as "The worst internal
audit I have ever seen."
Ms Atherton was elected as a member of
WTC in May 2021, six months after
resigning from the town hall, where she
had served for over a decade. She
received most votes of the six candidates
successfully elected (913) and told The
Leveller® she had since "lived in hope that,
with new members, the council might change
and do the best for our town."
However, after seeing the audit report,
she felt she could no longer keep quiet
about the leadership of Susan ShelbournBarrow. Ms Atherton urged "good people"
to stand for election to the council in
May, when the chair, who has been in
post since 2020, faces re-election.
Ms Atherton said, "I don't regret my
decision to stand for election but it has been
very frustrating to feel your voice is not being
heard. For instance, £41,000 has been set
aside in next year's budget for 'projects.' I
have no idea what those projects are."
The annual audit which shocked the
former clerk remarked on "The need for
better governance at the Town
Council....there is a need for a short- and
long-term business plan to enable better

continuity and formalisation of policies and
procedures."
Appearing to damn the council with faint
praise, auditor Tim Light concluded only,
"We can give limited assurance at this stage
that the internal control framework is
adequate." He added, "We will need to test
this again to give full assurance that it is
enough to take forward into 2022/23." He
declined to comment when asked what
more the council needed to do.
Ironically, in light of Ms ShelbournBarrow's mistaken attempt at January's
meeting to charge The Leveller® and
members of the public (see February's
issue) for copies of reports to councillors
- including the internal audit - Mr Light
recommended that "Financial regulations
and standing orders should be reviewed to
ensure they are fit for purpose."
That did not stop WTC from agreeing a
precept for the 2022-23 financial year
almost £70,000 higher than that for the
current year. Council taxpayers in Band
D homes face a tax rise of over £30, or
21%, with charges rising from £151 to
£183.
Precept up
Ms Shelbourn-Barrow, who denies
bullying Ms Atherton, told The Leveller®
the council had increased its precept "to
give it much-needed funds to deliver
community benefits. Whilst the increase
seems significant in percentage terms, we

hope that the £2.67 per month increase
does not impact significantly on households."
Asked to comment on the auditor's
concerns, she acknowledged, "The council
needs to learn from any mistakes and put in
place new processes. This has already
begun."
However, that task was unlikely to be
helped by news breaking as The Leveller®
went to press. The council's responsible
financial officer (RFO), Kathryn
McCarthy, announced she had resigned. It
left councillors questioning whether the
council could complete its Annual
Governance & Accountability Return
(AGAR) by the end of the financial year,
as required by law.
Ms McCarthy was only appointed to the
part-time position as RFO in January. She
is being replaced in the short-term by the
deputy clerk. Like the clerk, Charlotte
Starkie, the deputy's is a temporary
appointment at a council which has found
itself unable to appoint permanent staff
since Ms Atherton resigned.
In a further twist, councillors were unable
to ask for a public explanation about Ms
McCarthy's departure. At lunchtime on
the day of the full council meeting
scheduled for 28 February they received
an email which stated simply that "Due to
unforeseen circumstances the Town Clerk is
not available this week. Tonight's meeting
has been postponed."

A call for councillors by Val Saunders (intro by the editor)
The following appeal was made by Val Saunders from Langport Town
Council. However what goes for Langport goes for every town and
parish council across Somerset. Every one of them will hold an election
this May, an unusual set of circumstances that result from the
creation of the new unitary authority and a desire to have all elections
lined up. Councils need elections. They need a system to find the best
people to do a challenging job. One that in most councils is still
unpaid. So we take the principle of Val’s message for Langport, and
ask all residents of Somerset to consider if they could help their local
community by coming forward to act as a councillor. All the dates
mentioned by Val apply.
Gone are the days when local councils were packed by local
‘dignitaries’ – in it for status and their own self-interest.
Today’s local councillors are a mixed crew of people
representing their entire communities, and from all backgrounds.
They are women and men who are representative of age,
disability, sexuality, race, religion, waged or unwaged.
In our area too, the councils are pretty much apolitical with local
issues to the fore rather than a particular political persuasion.
Thursday, 5 May this year will see our local polling stations busy
with elections for unitary and town or parish councils. All are
important, but if you care about the community in which you live
or work, and want to see change in your local area, not only is it
critical that you vote, it is important that you also consider
standing for parish or town election.
This is the process: all existing councillors have to stand down
prior to the election and, should they wish, stand for re-election
along with new candidates. ALL people wishing to stand for
election must find two eligible people to nominate them and
submit completed and signed forms. Those nominating must be
on the electoral roll for their respective parish or town.

Forms will be available from either South Somerset District
Council offices or from the clerks to local councils. Forms will
have to be submitted by 5th April, delivered by hand to your
local District Council office (Yeovil, Shepton Mallet,
Bridgwater or Taunton). Once you have submitted your
nomination, you may not withdraw it.
If fewer people stand than the number of seats on a council,
there will not be an election. Those nominated will be deemed
to have been elected (returned, unopposed), and remaining
council seats will be filled by people who are co-opted. If more
people than the number of seats stand for a council, there is an
election. Voters will have votes to correspond to the number of
seats. Langport Town Council, for example, has eleven
councillors so if twelve people stand there will be an election,
and each voter will have eleven votes. The eleven candidates
with the most votes will become councillors.
In addition to being committed to your community, there are
only a couple of criteria for standing. Briefly they are, you are:
• British or a citizen of the Commonwealth or European Union
• at least 18 years old
• registered to vote in the area
• have lived, worked or owned property in the parish for at least
12 months before an election
• live within three miles of the parish or town
You don’t have to be clever or qualified to a high level to stand.
You don’t have to worry about public speaking, just speaking
out, when appropriate. Good councils will use the strengths and
skills of individual councillors. Councils simply need people who
are caring and committed team players, and who want to make a
difference to the place where they live or work.
If you value local democracy, this is for YOU!
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Still Burning in Chard by James Garrett

This land is my land!

Last month, MP Marcus Fysh was campaigning on behalf of the
Conservative candidate for the vacant Neroche ward of South
Somerset District Council (SSDC).
Donyatt, the heart of the seat, is just four miles from the home in
Chard of Sapphire Lynch, who has been waiting for a visit by the
MP since June 2021. However, while the MP might have been just
eight minutes' drive away, his schedule apparently did not allow
for detours. "It feels particularly galling that he was so close but
unable to visit me. The fact that he can't even write and tell me he's
not interested is the most telling aspect," said Mrs Lynch.
She has been writing monthly to the Yeovil MP, reminding him
that he had confirmed last November – via The Leveller® – his
intention to visit Chard. Dozens of new homes were built on
Crimchard last year after being approved by SSDC on the basis of
faulty information.
Mrs Lynch had campaigned against the development, concerned
that traffic generated by the new homes would make life too
dangerous for children who walk to school along the road. In
November, she wrote, "Thank you for confirming you still indeed
intend to visit the site and meet me.”
In December, she wrote to him again, pointing out that the first
residents had moved into the Barratt Homes development. The
builders, she told him, had "failed to widen a road that is too narrow
and have failed to provide any form of path for their own customers to
be able to walk into town or to school safely."
January’s letter also went unanswered by the MP, who tweets
that he welcomes constituents taking their casework to him –
simultaneously encouraging: "digital donations to my political fighting
fund."
Mrs Lynch commented: "I did have a laugh when someone replied to
his Twitter thread asking if he'd been hacked. Let's face it, asking
people to donate cryptocurrency to a political fighting fund looks like a
scam."
The Leveller® asked the MP if he had received Mrs Lynch's letters
and whether he intended to carry through his promise to meet
her. Like her, however, we await his reply.

In recent months we have reported on a number of town and
parish councils who are trying to get hold of assets currently
owned by our district councils. As the districts will cease to exist
in April 2023, towns and parishes are hoping to persuade the
districts to transfer to them strategically important assets in their
community.
And Frome is thinking big on this one. The January Town Council
identified 23 parcels of land in the town currently owned by
Mendip District Council. These it hopes it Can persuade MDC to
transfer to FTC for a nominal sum. But it doesn’t stop there.
There are also 5 parcels of land (including the Cheese and Grain)
where FTC have a leasehold over the land. FTC would like to see
the freehold of those five parcels of land transferred to the town
for a nominal £1.
Of course it is not just a matter of getting something for nothing.
MDC has to pay ID Verde to manage many of these sites. FTC
would probably retain ID Verde in the short term to give
continuity while deciding on a longer term vision for managing
them.
Nor is it purely a land grab. For each site it does not currently
own, FTC has identified a use for the land in line with the vision
for Frome laid out in the town’s 2014 Strategy for Open Spaces
and Neighbourhood Plan. Ideas for the land use vary from
planting fruit trees to providing allotments, creating play areas or
just sitting down with neighbours for the sites and seeing what
they would like to see done with the land.
Town Clerk Paul Wynne told the January meeting “what we are
trying to do is to get in quick! We thought we would try and get
a few quick wins in and try and get hold of some of the highest
priority sites. Not forgetting they are all financial liabilities and
not financial assets. If you approve this, we think we are doing
MDC a favour by taking on the obligations1” This is because the
various parcels have little intrinsic value, but do cost quite a bit to
maintain.
Meeting of minds?
At the January meeting of FTC councillors voted unanimously in
favour of the idea. MDC is not averse to the idea either. They
have asked for a list of sites that FTC would want before the
unitary is established.
So what has happened since then? FTC has now formally
requested that Mendip transfer the series of open spaces that was
approved at the January meeting. Paul Wynne told us “Mendip has
a detailed and comprehensive process that it goes through for each
open space. I understand that it might take some months to go
through this. Mendip will not engage in any discussion about these sites
until they have gone through the process.”
But it is not all going so slowly. Mr Wynne added “The exception is
the possible transfer of the open space called the Broadway Allotments
site here. It is behind the back gardens of houses on Broadway and
Oakfield Road. Mendip has gone through its process on this site and at
their request I’m pulling together some supplementary information on
community and environmental benefit that would come about if they
transferred it. Once I’ve done that in the next week or so, I hope to
meet up with Cllr Liz Leyshon, the lead Cllr on asset management at
Mendip to explore whether there is agreement over terms.”

New ideas at Musgrove
People over 65 arriving at Taunton’s Musgrove Park Hospital
emergency department will now be automatically assessed for
signs of frailty on arrival. As you will read elsewhere in this issue,
our county has an ever increasing percentage of elderly people
as a proportion of the county’s population. Inevitably Musgrove
is seeing increasing numbers of frail patients in Somerset, often
with complex conditions. So it can be difficult to get all the
necessary assessments done in the emergency department within
a limited time frame.
Clinicians felt that introducing an acute frailty unit would be the
best way to allow a team of specialists, with an understanding of
the health needs of frail older people, to provide patients with a
comprehensive geriatric assessment.
If a person is identified as frail when they arrive they will now get
assessed by a specialist team made up of older person’s
assessment and liaison (OPAL) practitioners, specialist nurses, a
joint emergency therapy team (JETT) and, if required, an adult
social care worker.
Mental health too
We asked if that would also cover mental health assessments as
well as physical health. A spokesperson for the Trust that runs
Musgrove told us “In terms of mental health, the team screens for
delirium and also has close links with our specialist nurses for
dementia and delirium, though the actual unit itself is primarily set up
to manage physical illness. We have a lot of patients with
multimorbidity, including mental health issues such as dementia and
delirium, and the team has experience and interest in supporting
these people.”

Vital clinical decisions are made at the new unit by this team of
specialists which shapes the future care of patients, including the
medical interventions they need, as well as the best place for
their ongoing care.
While the main aim of the unit is to identify patients who can
return home safely or those who do need a stay in hospital, the
team will assess their medical and care needs to ensure they get
access to the right level of support when they are ready to leave
hospital.
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Left Page, Right and Over !
This month and also in our April edition, our political
commentators will be taking a break. This is not because they
have nothing to say. Nor is it because we have a lack of topics to
ask them to discuss. It is simply that the pre election period is
coming along soon. We probably could run something in our
March edition, but to be on the safe side we decided not to push
the issue! Our commentators will return for the May edition
once the unitary elections are safely out of the way.
Left Page: Leigh Redman is a county, district and town councillor
for Bridgwater (he’s currently Mayor) and a Labour Party
member.
Right Page: David Warburton is the Conservative MP for the
Somerton & Frome Constituency.
Over The Page: Gideon Amos has been the Libdem candidate for
Taunton constituency in the last two General Elections.
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Lessons from Ukraine

As I write this the situation in Ukraine continues to deteriorate.
But, looking at the crisis objectively through the lens of history,
it seems to me that there have been three geopolitical mistakes
that have in part led to the crisis, and may yet contribute to
others elsewhere.
Putin
Vladimir Putin, having miscalculated the strength of national
identity in Ukraine, seems intent on pushing up the stakes ever
higher. Unfortunately he has fallen into the trap of believing his
own propaganda. Ukraine, he raged, was only ever a creation of
Russia anyway. And so he reasoned the population would not
mind, once Russian tanks arrived, swapping one leader for
another. After all they were just as Russian as the rest of his
empire.
Except that they are not. Ukraine has had a fluid history. The
territory has only been known as Ukraine since 1917. But it was
no creation of Russia. It was the declaration of the Ukrainian
People’s Republic at a point when the great powers around it
were exhausted by the exertions of the Great War. At that
point, Crimea was not part of Ukraine. Nor were all of the
eastern provinces of what today are Donetsk and Luhansk (the
regions originally claimed by Putin).
Eventually Ukraine was assimilated into the Soviet Union; but
only after a long war with Poland which established Polish
independence but more or less resulted in the loss of Ukraine’s.
Ukrainian identity remained, however. And to some extent or
other was further burnt into the collective imagination by the
collective suffering of Ukrainians in the “Holodomor”. This great
famine from 1932-33 was a very real genocide (as opposed to
the entirely fictional one Putin keeps claiming is happening in
eastern Ukraine). Perpetrated by Putin’s hero, Stalin, it resulted
in the deaths of around three to five million Ukrainians. The
famine is generally believed to have been orchestrated by Stalin
to destroy Ukrainian nationalism. This in itself is problematic for
Putin. First he would have to acknowledge Stalin’s complicity in
genocide, second he would have to acknowledge Ukrainian
nationalism existed. Which, if it conformed to his narrative of
being a Russian creation, would hardly work.
Ukrainians may be outgunned and outnumbered, but they appear
united in a national enterprise, fiercely proud of their identity,
and in no mood to trust the nation that perpetrated the
Holodomor. After all, nearly every Ukrainian has a family
member who died in it.
Western errors too
But, if Putin has miscalculated, has the west not made mistakes
too? We have been sleepwalking into this crisis by consistently
accepting that Russia is something that it is not. We howl with
outrage when Russian elections are shown to be corrupt. But we
seem to persist in the most bizarre wishful thinking that Russia is
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emerging into some sort of state of modern democracy in
waiting. It isn’t. It doesn’t even look like it.
We are happy enough to treat with China. We understand
China is a one party state rigorously ruled by the Communist
Party. We understand their way of doing business is very
different from ours. We understand that President Xi is a
dictator. We suspect he may be committing genocide of his own.
But we deal with him nonetheless. We look for opportunities to
work constructively with China, but we never pretend it is
something that it is not.
With Russia we have fallen into that trap. If a banana republic in
Africa conducted elections the way Putin does, we would have
no hesitation in calling the leader a dictator. We look at election
results, with unbelievable numbers for Putin’s party. We watch
potential rival parties being disqualified, their leaders put on trial,
and state media refusing them coverage. Yet we deal with this
with an expression of surprise. As if Russia was a democracy that
failed. Not as if Russian democracy is simply a fig leaf for
dictatorship.
Journalists in Russia who write unfavourably about Putin have a
habit of getting killed. We allow the fiction that the state does
not kill them to obscure the obvious fact that the state
encourages others (who may or may not be in the pay of the
state) to do the killing. In the same way, cyber attacks launched
on our country by Russia are almost never the work of the
Russian state. But we know the work is done with the tactical
approval of the Russian state. Yet we continue to treat Russia as
if it might, just might, be an emerging democracy.
We happily acknowledge that Russia does not have the death
penalty, but do little when the Russian state and its friends
execute (or attempt to execute) people on Britain’s streets. We
know in reality that Putin is a mini-Stalin. That Russia is a
dictatorship by any other name.
That does not mean we cannot deal with Russia. We can and
should, just as we do with China. But surely we must recognise
the Russian state for what it is. And be prepared for it to act not
as a democracy, but as a militaristic dictatorship. That in itself is I
suggest, why the west continued to act for so long as if Putin
wouldn’t really do it. Even when our words said he would, our
actions said he would not.
And China?
However China, the third element in this crisis has made
miscalculations of its own. It may well have given Putin
guarantees on his eastern border that allowed him to
concentrate so much of his military assets around the Ukrainian
border. No doubt in exchange for Putin promising not to invade
during the Winter Olympics, a spectacle China hoped to gain
prestige from. But remember this. Putin encouraged Luhansk and
Donetsk to declare independence from Ukraine. He then
immediately recognised them as new states and guaranteed their
protection. China has not condemned the move and appears to
have tacitly supported Putin in his adventure. That may look like
an easy win.
But China has a problem of its own that does look very similar
to Luhansk and Donetsk. It is called Taiwan. Once part of China,
the island has, since the victory of the Communists on the
mainland, maintained a separate existence. It has never formally
declared independence. There is an understanding between
China and the US that Taiwan will never formally declare its
independence, but that equally America will protect Taiwan from
forced integration back into China. If China sits by and
acknowledges that Luhansk and Donetsk can secede from
Ukraine, it sets a very real precedent for Taiwan. If Taiwan were
now to declare independence and America continue to offer
protection, how different would that be from the moves by Putin
that China endorses?
China is walking a diplomatic tight rope along with the rest of us.
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What about the workers?
There is a lot to digest about the
proposals to reform Adult Social Care.
We’ll be coming back to the subject
when we’ve digested it. The headline
reform is all about how much people in
England pay for their care. The White
Paper recommends that no one need pay
more than £86,000 for their personal
care costs, alongside more generous
means-tested support for anyone with
less than £100,000 in chargeable assets.
Reform is needed too. Between 2018 and
2040, the number of adults aged 85 and
older is projected to increase by a further
77% (from 1.4 million to 2.4 million).
But don’t get too excited. Nothing is
happening now. The reforms are to come
in “over the next three years”. There are
lots of headline-grabbing items to digest.
New social care proposals, lots of
information about costs, training the
workforce and how local authorities will
be able to provide different
accommodation for those needing care.
But what struck us immediately was a
lack of understanding of how to support
those working in the care sector.
Especially those needing somewhere to
live. In Somerset we have a population
ageing more rapidly than in much of the
rest of the country. We are building
houses with an average house price in
excess of £250,000. There is almost no
housing being built for social care
workers, many of whom are paid the
minimum wage. So we approached
Government (initially the Department of
Health) and asked them. With an ageing
population we need more and more care

workers. But it is not clear to us where
they are meant to live. They certainly
can't afford the new homes being built
locally? Has the Government got any
proposals for this?
Doesn’t add up
In response, a Government spokesperson
told The Leveller® “We recognise care
workers’ immense contribution, which is
exactly why we are helping them own their
own homes, with priority access to our First
Homes scheme providing a discount of at
least 30% from full market value.

Since 2010, we’ve supported over 700,000
households into ownership through Shared
Ownership and Help to Buy and we’re
investing over £12 billion in affordable
housing – the largest investment in a
decade.”
They also provided us with a dizzying
array of numbers to support their claims:
We are committed to boosting people’s skills
so they can get a better job which pays them
a higher wage – which is crucial to the high
wage, high skill, high productivity society
which we want to build. We are substantially
increasing funding in skills, while increasing
the National Living Wage to £9.50 from
April 2022.
Our First Homes scheme gives even more
people the chance to own their own home –
providing a discount of at least 30% from full
market value and making both deposits and
mortgage requirements
cheaper.
We’ve also delivered more than
7,500 homes in Somerset since
2010, including more than
1,500 affordable homes.
In August 2021, we announced
the first allocation from the
£11.5 billion Affordable Homes
Programme. £8.6 billion has
been allocated which will deliver
119,000 affordable homes.
Our 95% mortgage guarantee
scheme helps first-time buyers and current
homeowners secure a mortgage with just a
5% deposit to buy a home of up to
£600,000 anywhere in the UK. Six lenders
are participating within the scheme with
more than 45 other lenders now offering
95% mortgages. There are now
over 300 95% mortgage
products on the market.
Shared Ownership has been
designed to support those who
otherwise wouldn’t be able to
access home ownership on the
open market. We have reduced
the minimum share that people
can buy at the initial point of
purchase from 25% to 10%.
This will allow people to access
Shared Ownership with a lower
deposit.
We immediately queried the
figure of 1,500 affordable homes. That
simply means homes that local people can
afford. We asked did they really mean
Affordable Homes (with a capital A and
H). This is not the same thing. It is
housing that can be as little as 20% lower
than market price or market rent.
Yes came back the response. They did
indeed mean Affordable Homes.
Out of touch
Unfortunately it seems civil servants in
Whitehall have very little idea of what
people on the minimum wage can afford.
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Even once it has been put up in the
spring. A 5% deposit might well make it
easier for you to buy a house you cannot
afford the mortgage repayments on, but
so what. If you can’t afford the mortgage
it does not help. And the problem here
is, as we have said many times before, as
we continue to plaster the Somerset
countryside with £250,000 homes, we
simply do not build housing that local
people can afford.
Shared ownership is no better. In many
cases it simply helps people stretch their
finances to breaking point to buy a share
in a house they cannot realistically afford.
The issue is a failure to build social homes
or genuinely affordable family homes at a
market price below £200,000. Of course
there are schemes to help health
workers. We checked online for social

housing available in Somerset via the Abri
(formerly Yarlington) website on 6
December. Abri are one of the biggest
housing association providers in the
county. But their website checks
vacancies across Somerset. When we
checked at the start of December there
was one property in SSDC, one in
Sedgemoor and none in either SWT or
Mendip.
We looked at homes to buy via shared
ownership. The best value available in
Somerset was for 40% ownership of a
house. That 40% was priced at £86,000
for three bedrooms. But remember on
top of the mortgage repayments, you
have to pay rent on the balance.
In Yeovil there were some properties
available to NHS workers, but these are
short-term lets only, six or 12 months
and even these (there were only 36 of
them) could cost up to £909.78 a month
for a family house (the prices quoted
were for 2019/20 and had not been
updated to current prices).
Yet, we are talking about a 77% average
increase in England in the population over
85. You can be sure it will be a larger
increase in Somerset. So where, exactly,
are their carers meant to live? Until
Government gets to grip with this
problem, the aspiration for looking after
elderly people with dignity is just that, an
aspiration.
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common issues that schools in the county face
In fact the new formula increasingly looks
and promote collaborative working to solve them.
like a false dawn. f40 has fundamental
Realistically, however, without better funding and
concerns about the new formula and as it
the extra amount schools have to find to plug
has been implemented, so the members
High Needs spending due to catastrophically low
of f40 appear to grow more concerned.
funding of this need nationally, it remains to be
We asked Somerset County Council
seen how much effect can be had. Allusions have
what they thought of this year’s funding
been made to the success of the London
settlement. Their spokesperson told The
Challenge from around 10 years ago and its
Selwood received one of the lowest
Leveller®: “The primary unit of funding
success in promulgating peer support from school
funding settlements for Somerset
(PUF) and secondary unit of funding (SUF)
to school but the sad truth is that this came with
are the units of funding per pupil that the
a significant funding injection so it was properly
DfE calculate and use to allocate funding for schools (ie for primary
resourced. A similar project not so long back in Somerset failed to meet
and secondary schools). Somerset’s 2022/23 SUF is 8.1% lower than
its objectives for the same reason.
the England average, although that figure drops to 3.8% if London is
There's a reason why the major Premiership Football teams do well in
not included. Overall, Somerset is ranked at the lower end for SUF,
the league. Major amounts of resources. The occasional Leicester City
ranked 122 out of 150. The county is ranked 71 out of 150 for PUF.
do well but it's the big money clubs which dominate.
Of the 30 secondary schools in Somerset (including two all-through),
Education and the nation's children cannot be left to the vagaries of
seven are above £6,000 for SUF. If London is excluded, 16 of our
league tables and winners and losers. Funding nationally needs to be, as
secondary schools are above the national average of £5,706. These
far as possible, on need not postcode. Accountability needs to be on
figures relate to the core funding via the Schools Block and the National effectiveness of addressing student needs within the context of them as
Funding Formula and are separate to any funding that Somerset might individuals not as measuring sticks for the DfE and Ofsted to measure
receive through the Education Investment Area funding announced by
school against school. Assessment needs to be brought into the 21st
the Government earlier this month.
century and qualifications devised that do not rely on a simple group of
We welcome the announcement of additional funding but until we have exams at the end of the year. The ongoing assessment of students to
had time to go through the detail of this we are unable to comment
develop skills AND knowledge rather than just remembering "stuff" on
further, other than to say Somerset County Council will continue to
a given day at the end of two or three years' study.
strive to provide the best outcomes for pupils with the funding available ......oh and teachers and support staff need a pay rise which a) attracts
to us.”
them to the profession and b) keeps them in the job!!”
We were not quite sure why London should be excluded. It is
However, if Somerset is getting a raw deal, it is not alone. We
not immediately clear why we should remove all the highest
took a look at the schools in some of the constituencies around
funded schools, draw a new average, and then say Somerset
Somerset. In the constituencies of Bath and Salisbury, just one
children are not getting such a bad deal.
school in each received over the average £6,000 per pupil funding
MPs too have got stuck in. Back in 2017 following a period of
for England, and in the constituencies of North Somerset and
intense lobbying, David Warburton, MP for Somerton and Frome, South West Wiltshire (Warminster and Westbury) and Salisbury,
also welcomed the second stage of the government’s consultation no schools received over the £6,000 average.
on the proposed national funding formula. That led to Somerset
The bottom line is that if your child goes to school in this part of
receiving the second-highest percentage increase in funding for
the world, they are getting a poor deal and that must ultimately
schools in the county. Again as with other f40 members,
be affecting the life chances of our children. It is perhaps worth
Somerset believed it was getting a better deal.
mentioning at this point that there are elections on the 5 May.
Raw deal
Maybe ask your candidates what they propose to do about this?
This is now a distant memory. The sad fact is that Somerset
children are still getting a raw deal. One Somerset headteacher
The winner and losers:
who spoke to The Leveller® on condition of anonymity told us:
The top 10 funded secondary schools in Somerset (schools in
“the government have made a big deal of providing a fairer funding
red are getting above the average per pupil amount for England)
system in schools across the country and this list demonstrates that the School
Constituency PP Funds
amount of per pupil funding allocated to schools is a post code lottery.
Brymore Academy
BWS
7309
All schools face the same demands on staffing pay, utilities and support St Dunstan’s School
W
6218
services so to have a system where some benefit more than others
Robert Blake Science College BWS
6217
creates an uneven playing field and leaves some schools in real
Wadham School
Y
6196
hardship.”
King Arthur’s School
SF
6026
The National Education Union was not impressed either. Robin
Chilton Trinity School
BWS
6018
Head, Joint Secretary of Somerset NEU and a Labour NEC (SW) Buckler’s Mead Academy
Y
6009
member told The Leveller®: “Underfunding of rural counties such as
Frome Community College
SF
5969
Somerset causes huge issues in terms of capacity to address resource
West Somerset College
BWS
5927
issues, human or otherwise. Matched against the continued high stakes The Taunton Academy
TD
5856
accountability regime, Somerset like others similar, gets caught in the
education poverty gap. The recent funding proposals further suppress
The bottom 10 funded secondary schools:
Somerset's ability to provide an education system that Ofsted demands. School
Constituency PP Funds
Covid has laid bare a shortage of teachers nationally, supply teachers
Crispin School Academy
W
5379
are now like hen's teeth locally forcing schools to send classes home
The Blue School
W
5379
when they cannot be staffed.
Danesfield C of E Middle School BWS
5278
Ofsted's pronouncement that they will not allow the pandemic to be
Swanmead Community School
Y
4971
"used" as an "excuse" when they come in to inspect, is an insult to all
Minehead Middle School
BWS
4847
those schools, their leaders, governors and education staff (teachers
Oakfield Academy
SF
4760
and support) who have battled continuously now for two years to keep
Selwood Academy
SF
4743
schools open for as many as require them given the safety precautions
Fairlands
Middle
School
W
4667
allowable.
Hugh
Sexey
C
of
E
W
4667
A positive move by SCC is to support the set-up of an Education
Maiden Beech Academy
Y
4667
Partnership Board as a kind of volunteer think tank to identify the
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Its not over!
As the big publishers fail, small
revenue. Other formats,
that when somewhere there
independents are showing the way
such as audio books in
is a story, as often as not it
forward. The latest set of Audit Bureau
particular have also
is brought to you before
of Circulation (ABC) figures for weekly
attracted increasing
you get round to rooting it
newspapers shows a trend of continuing
interest. But there has
out. It is the trust you gain
decline. The number of people paying for
not been a collapse in
by showing local people you
a weekly newspaper in Somerset is fading
hard copy book sales to
care about the things they
fast.
mirror that which we
care about.
When we started The Leveller® 11 years
have witnessed on the
A survey in the summer of
ago, the Western Gazette sold over 30,000
news stands.
2021, the Public Interest
copies a week. The latest circulation
So what is the future of
News Foundation’s (PINF)
figures show that for 2021 they sold, on
hard copy newspapers?
first Index of Independent
average, just 4,303 a week. That is a
Is there one? Well
News Publishing in the UK
decline of over 85% in circulation.
almost certainly yes. But
found that many were
The Western Gazette has always been the
not in the sort of paid weekly titles that
operating on a shoestring. Their survey
largest circulation Somerset newspaper.
dominated in the past. The future looks
found that these independent publishers
The County Gazette, Bridgwater Mercury
to be in free monthly titles. These have
were operating on a median income of
and Chard & Ilminster News titles stopped
proliferated ever since The Leveller®
just £42,224; 40% generated less than
running the ABC and so we have no
launched a successful model in 2010.
£20,000 in sales per annum.
accurate circulation figures for
Since then we have seen the Wells
The irony is that central government has
those newspapers. All we
Voice, Yeovil Press, Ilminster Press all
zero understanding of the issue. During
can say is that,
providing regular news channels in
the COVID crisis millions of pounds of ad
historically, they
hard copy to local readers.
revenue for public health messaging was
were always lower
Independent future
handed out to support the local press.
than the Western
The Press Gazette reported last
Government understands the importance
Gazette. There’s no
year that there were 400 new
of local press, it just has no idea what the
reason to believe that
independent local news outlets
local press actually is. Instead of
has changed; and the
across the country. The key
supporting genuinely independent local
absence of published
word here seems to be
media, most of the government funds
circulation figures lends
independent. Increasing and
were funnelled into three giant press
weight to that idea.
already large numbers of
corporations (Newsquest, Reach and JPI
Meanwhile the other titles in
people are taking their hard
Media) each running large portfolios of
Somerset owned by Reach
copy news content from independent
titles. Yet these are the very
plc are also vanishing rapidly.
newspapers. An inherent suspicion of
organisations whose hard copy titles are
The Frome Standard showed figures for
large corporations, the fact that many
failing with falling numbers of readers and
2021 of just 584 copies a week, a tiny
titles have run down their hard copy
ever fewer journalists.
circulation that must be on the margins of
editions in favour of online websites and a
PINF is making a case for Government to
viability. That was down from 830 in
lazy narrative that “Mainstream Media”
recognise the role of independent news
2020.
(whatever that means) is involved in
publishers through Ofcom and the new
The Mid Somerset titles have become so
some form of conspiracy or other; all
Digital Markets Unit. This is important as
small they are being amalgamated on one
have bolstered support for the
most of us rely on social media and tech
ABC certificate. That now includes three
independents.
to drive readers and publicise our work.
titles, the Mid Somerset Gazette, the Wells
But the trust is also a result of being
It doesn’t mean we want to be all online,
Journal and the Shepton Mallet Journal.
bothered to report on local news. That
simply that we need the power of digital
There are no longer separate published
means turning up at council meetings or
marketing to help let our readers know
figures for the Wells Journal and Shepton
at least reading the agenda and minutes. It
where and when they can find us and
Mallet Journal. All we can say is that the
means knowing local people. It means
what they might find when they get there.
two together managed just 1,422
copies on average against 2,030 last
year. The Mid Somerset Gazette sold
Circulation over the last decade
just 1,651 copies a week compared to
35,000
2,268 last year.
Is digital to blame?
30,000
Is it all about the internet? That is
certainly the trope the big local news
25,000
groups have pedalled to justify their
collapsing circulation figures. But look 20,000
at book publishing. It was only a few
15,000
years until the final demise of hard
copy books was heralded by the
10,000
electronic book reader. E-books
were the future. The Amazon Kindle
and similar devices were where it was
going to be at. It hasn’t happened. In
the last year before the pandemic,
hard copy books generated 74.7% of
the total publisher revenues, E-books
accounted for only 7.48% of the
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Extra £100k for sexual violence and domestic abuse services
Last month the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner (OPCC)
successfully applied for an additional
£30,797 from the Ministry of Justice’s
(MoJ) Critical Support Fund and £70,000
from NHSEI Health and Justice South
West to support victims of sexual
violence across Avon and Somerset.
The MoJ funding was awarded to support
services that have faced increased
demand and/or disruption due to the
pandemic. Services included:
Womankind – £1,000
Trauma Breakthrough – £12,885
Opoka – £3,600
SARSAS – £7,011
Kinergy – £3,120
The Greenhouse – £3,180.50
The funds will be used to support
counselling, helplines and generally
increase capacity to support victims and
survivors.
The £70,000 funding will support Kinergy
(£20,000), Southmead Project (£20,000)
and Womankind (£30,000). This extra
funding will allow Kinergy and the
Southmead Project to offer additional
therapeutic sessions, and for Womankind
to provide a befriending service.

Welcome funding boost
The money represents a welcome
increase in funding for organisations
helping with abuse and domestic violence.
These situations have been brought to
the fore during the pandemic, when
victims of domestic abuse were forced to
spend more time in the presence of their
abuser.
PCC Mark Shelford has it as a priority:
“Preventing and fighting crime is a priority in
my recently published Police and Crime Plan
and this includes tackling male violence
against women and girls, specifically domestic
abuse, sexual offences, stalking and
harassment. There are over 4,260 recorded
sexual offences in Avon and Somerset each
year, of which 1,650 are rapes. This is too
many offences that create too many victims;
as well as ensuring there is good provision for
victims and survivors we must address the
attitudes and behaviour of the perpetrator,
and ensure police investigations are evidenceled and focus on the actions of the offender
rather than the victim.”
Somerset?
The question we had was not about the
welcome funding, but that nearly all of it
was going to Bristol-based organisations.

Did the PCC recognise that domestic
abuse and sexual violence was just as
prevalent in rural isolated communities?
In response to our questions a
spokesperson for the PCC told us: “To
clarify, these are relatively small one-off
grants and not the entirety of funding for
domestic abuse and sexual abuse provisions,
which is a far more complex picture. There
are specialist domestic abuse services in
Somerset commissioned by Somerset County
Council who we have previously supported
with OPCC grants.
SARSAS – one of the services who received
funding – has a site in Taunton and, while
other providers might have a physical HQ in
Bristol, they take referrals from across the
force area including Somerset. Within the
sexual violence sector, most providers of this
very specialist work are in Bristol/ the former
Avon area so there are not the same options
in terms of who to fund. Access is something
we continue to be conscious of regarding
commissioning and this is why we continue to
work with a range of other commissioners
who are responsible for this provision – from
health and Local Authorities – to address
this.”

Electric Dreams
Great Western Railway (GWR) has signed a deal with
manufacturer Vivarail to trial new battery-charging technology
on its network, paving the way for battery-only trains to run in
regular passenger service in the future.
The trial, supported by Network Rail, will take place on the
Greenford branch line later this year and test Vivarail’s trackside
fast-charging equipment in an operational setting for the first
time. Vivarail is based in Nottinghamshire and is a UK company
at the forefront of battery technology for trains. GWR hopes
that the project will demonstrate that the equipment works
safely and reliably in a ‘real-world’ environment.
The use of batteries for extended operation has typically been
constrained by their range and meant widespread
implementation has not been feasible, until now. The train has a
range of up to 62 miles on battery power,
recharging in only 10 minutes using the Fast
Charge system in off-network tests.
GWR will install Fast Charge equipment at
West Ealing Station later this year and will
trial Vivarail’s battery-only Class 230 train,
first showcased at COP26 in 2021.
When the train arrives at a station it
automatically connects to the Fast Charge
and the batteries receive charge while the
train is prepared for its next journey. Testing
on the Greenford branch line supports the
Government and wider rail industry’s
ambition to move towards net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050. The trial is supported by
£2.15m funding from the Department for
Transport’s Rail Network Enhancement
Pipeline (RNEP).
Future on track
It should be stressed this is not designed for
high-speed, intercity travel. But it will be ideal
for the smaller scale lines that are often

served with the worst rolling stock. In fact they would be ideal
for the much discussed proposals for a “Somerset Circle” line
linking the main towns of Somerset and Bristol.
Between Network Rail and GWR, the West Country does not
have a good track record with electrification. Multiple millions
were poured into electric overhead lines on the Paddington line
to Cardiff that arrived in Cardiff two years late. The continuous
delays meant GWR had to replace electric-only units with dual
fuel trains (at great expense) in May 2016.
Meanwhile Vivarail has been quietly getting on with launching
their new train units. As they are run on batteries, they can run
on lines that haven’t had overhead electric cables installed, and
probably never will. The line from Westbury down to
Dorchester via Frome, Bruton, Castle Cary and Yeovil Penn Mill
for instance.
Other train companies have already seen
the potential. West Midlands Railway has
run Vivarail’s first fleet of trains on the
Bedford-Bletchley line since 2019. Vivarail
claims its fleet is now one of the most
reliable on the West Midlands network.
Vivarail’s fleet of electric trains was chosen
as part of the multi-million pound upgrade of
the Island Line – the service that runs
around the Isle of Wight.
And recently Transport for Wales have
ordered a fleet to run on the WrexhamBidston line.
Is this the future of branch line travel? Well,
as more and more stations get brought back
into use, and it becomes increasingly
obvious that overhead electric lines are
expensive and often impractical, battery
technology must surely be seen as a good
bet.
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A County for old men (and women)
New figures published by the House of Commons library show a
crisis emerging in the make-up of the population of Somerset. It
is something that many people have spoken of anecdotally. But
now we have figures to back it up.
The data covers the years from 2012 to 2020 and is produced by
parliamentary constituency. For this article we have amalgamated
the figures for the five Somerset constituencies we cover in The
Leveller® (Bridgwater & West Somerset, Somerton & Frome,
Taunton, Wells, Yeovil) and compared that data with the rest of
the UK. The figures are prepared in 10-year cohorts from age
0-10 to age 80+. We looked at that data in 2012 and then again
in 2020 to see how the population was evolving. What are the
trends?
What does it mean for policy makers?
Are we actually facing reality and anticipating the problems and
what we need to do to solve them?
The core problem the figures reveal, is that Somerset is not
retaining young people. Many leave to make a career, and raise
families, elsewhere as soon as they are able
That would suggest that neither the job opportunities nor the
housing nor the infrastructure are in place to encourage people
to stay. Equally it may be possible that the education and training
we give young people, does not equip them to work in the
businesses that proliferate in Somerset.
Of course Somerset is a beautiful place to live. With rolling
hillsides, moorland, the Levels and a rugged coastline it is
perhaps one of the most underrated tourist destinations in the
country. So it should not come as a big surprise to learn that
people return to the county in large numbers to retire.
If Somerset were an economy it would be under strain. The
number of people in work in the county, would hardly provide
the tax base to pay the pensions and retirement needs of the
60’s and over.
If we now look specifically at 2020 the percentage of the
population of Somerset aged 20-29 was 10.4%, compared with
13.6% nationally. In the same year the population aged 30-39 in
Somerset was 10.1% compared with 13% nationally

younger, with more residents in the 50-59 cohort in 2020 than
in 2012. It looks as if this shows that people are looking to retire
earlier, especially if they are moving from areas such as the south
east where escalating property prices have made Somerset an
attractive proposition.
The challenge would, you might expect, be the same for any
rural part of the country, but it seems pronounced here in
Somerset. How do you offer young people the sort of careers
and opportunities that would encourage them to stay in the
county of their birth and build a life here? So the next logical
question to ask, was how does Somerset compare to a similar
rural county? We took a look at neighbouring Wiltshire. It has
many characteristics in common with Somerset. We excluded
the two constituencies of Swindon and looked at the remainder
of Wiltshire. A large predominantly rural county with market
towns and (aside from Swindon) no major cities.

Somerset v Wiltshire
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Looking at the comparison of the two counties’ populations, it is
interesting to see how similar the trendline is. The same
demographic trends show up. But what is of crucial interest, is
that although the trend is the same, in Somerset the trends
described here are more extreme. The lack of young people is
more pronounced and the crossover point, where Somerset has
a larger percentage of population than Wiltshire, is at the 60-69
cohort. From that point on the percentage of the population is
higher than in Wiltshire in every 10-year cohort.
Messages from the numbers
If that is the message from the figures, what to do about it is a
tougher nut to crack. The key elements are jobs and training on
the one hand and housing on the other. Much has been made in
the past about Somerset not having a university. With 38% of 18
year olds now going to university (September 2021, UCAS
admissions figures), the fact that the nearest universities are
Bath, Bath Spa, Bristol, UWE and Exeter, all outside the
boundaries of Somerset, is considered by local government to be
significant.
9.5
data we have quoted so far dates from before the pandemic.
Which still begs a lot of questions about the future of the jobs
market and the workplace. Apropos of which we have often
commented on the predominance of small family businesses in
the Somerset economy. Research produced last year by
Somerset County Council (SCC) using Office for National
Statistics data showed that 90% of Somerset businesses employ
nine or fewer employees. There were just 65 private businesses
in the SCC area employing more than 250 employees (which
works out at about half the national average). Of course there
are large public sector employers as well, the five local councils,
Yeovilton airbase, Musgrove and Yeovil Hospital are all large
employers.
The question we have to ask is do we have the businesses to
keep local grown talent or, at the very least, attract young
talented people from elsewhere? The numbers tell us we are not
succeeding.

18.8%

10-19

20-29

Somerset

Demographic chart by age cohort 2020

0-9

10-19

80+

Somerset %

This suggests the sort of exodus of working aged adults we
previously referred to.
But when we look at the older cohorts in 2020 the situation
reverses. The 60-69 age cohort, nationally represents 10.8% of
the population but in Somerset it is 13.7%. The 70-79 (8.5%
nationally against 11.7% in Somerset) and 80+ age (5% nationally
against 6.88% in Somerset) cohorts, represent higher
percentages of the population in Somerset than in the rest of the
UK.
The situation in Somerset has evolved from 2012 through to
2020 with the patterns becoming more clearly defined.. It is clear
that at the extremities things are moving in the same direction.
More 20-29 years olds are leaving, and the proportion of people
aged over 70 has grown from 2012 to 2020. The age cohort at
which people are returning to Somerset does seem to be getting
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At the other end of the age spectrum, there is little doubt about
what Somerset can offer. Bucolic countryside, a green and
pleasant landscape teeming with wildlife, with walks and activities,
a thriving arts scene. It is little wonder that people want to retire
here. And with an average home in Somerton & Frome for
instance, costing just £275,000*, this is a very desirable place to
live. If you live in the South East you can sell your home, buy well
in Somerset, and have plenty left over. An average house in
Brighton costs £371,150*, in Chesham £550,000*, Dulwich and
West Norwood, £570,000*.
Of course, having an ever-growing and ageing population asks
other difficult questions of us. How can we attract the staff to
work in our burgeoning care home sector, or in the two acute
hospitals in the county? An ageing population puts a strain on
these services and we cannot attract staff in the numbers we
need.
There needs to be a plan. A holistic view that looks at what is,
quite frankly, a demographic crisis. That looks at issues like
housing, employment and incomes and builds a more balanced
future for our county.
We have lived with the evidence for too long without any action
being taken to do something about it. LibDem and Conservative
administrations have shrugged their shoulders. Taken to its logical
conclusion, Somerset could morph into a giant retirement
community. Is that what we want?
If it isn’t, then someone needs to build a plan for the future. One
that recognises the facts on the ground, and works out how to
change the environment to construct a more balanced society.
*House of Commons Library, House Prices for England and Wales,
published March 2021
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Me and the farmer by James Garrett
"I am passionate about farming. It is vital we
ensure the knowledge and skills of this
important profession are passed on to future
generations." Richard Burnell's objection
to his farm being "industrialised" - one
sixth of his 300 acres at Watchet could
be replaced by a solar farm - is likely
echoed across Somerset.
As farmland which could generate skilled,
long-term employment for people of
working age is eaten up by developers,
younger people find it less possible to
stay in Somerset.
Mr Burnell of Parsonage Farm, noted in
objecting to a planning application
currently before Somerset West &
Taunton (SW&T) Council, "Young farmers
wanting to get into farming in the rented
sector are finding it very difficult."
There are fears that the growing
demographic crisis revealed in data from
the House of Commons Library (see this
issue of The Leveller® pp 36-37) might
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. With
farmland paved over, who will inhabit the
new houses which replaces it? What will
they do?
Second homeowners? Retirees or
commuters, perhaps, but not younger
locals keen to take up farming, though the
prospect a secure job might prompt them
to stay in Somerset, rather than move
away.
Mr Burnell states, "Agricultural land is being
taken for housing, industry and road-building
in ever-increasing amounts. We have just lost
70 agricultural acres for housing
development at Doniford and Williton. There
are plans for development of between 25-30
acres of agricultural land at Parsonage Farm
for nearly 300 houses."
Mr Burnell currently grows wheat, oil
seed rape, milling oats and winter beans
in rotation. He does not own the land
but rents it from the Wyndham Estate,
on whose behalf it is managed by land
agents Savills.
According to Elgin Energy, which is
applying to SW&T for permission to
develop around 1,000 solar panels, the
land is of "low grade;" the nation can
manage without its produce.
Mr Burnell responds that "Having farmed
it for more than 40 years, I am confident it
would not have given the crops and yields we
have achieved if it had been of this low
grade."
He commissioned his own soil survey
which concluded, "The land at Washford is
an example of some of the better-quality
arable land in this area of West Somerset,
consistently producing high quality crops, a
variety of crops in rotation and good yields."
The report, prepared by surveyor Claire
Mitchell, concluded, "This is prime
agricultural land."
The Commons' Public Accounts
Committee has warned, "The UK is

already a large net importer of food. The
recent energy price crisis should be a salutary
warning of the potential risks to the
availability and affordability of food if the UK
becomes even more reliant on imports."
Mr Burnell's neighbour, Robert Dibble, is
also concerned about the impact on rural
employment of any decision to sanction
the solar farm. His property, also rented
from Wyndham, also faces being covered
with solar panels.
He tells planners, "The farm currently
employs two full-time and two part-time
regular workers. It also regularly employs
contractors for drilling, baling and hedgeparing, as well as supplying several local hillfarmers with straw.
The proposed alternative land use, he
claims, offers minimal employment. "Once
built the solar park would produce hardly any
jobs for locals. I also doubt the construction
would be done by locals as it is specialist
work."
Mr Dibble, took over Kentsford Farm
from his father, noting that, between
them, they have clocked up six decades'
continuous occupation of the land.
He hopes his family's links to the land,
situated north of the BBC transmitter
station at Washford, will outlast him. "I
have three sons, one of whom is already
working on the farm. He intends to take on
the farm in my and my father's footsteps."
Tourism too
Alongside agriculture, tourism is a key
economic activity in west Somerset,
thanks to a stunning coastline,
overlooked by Exmoor. Williton parish
council opposes the solar park plan partly
over fears that, just like farming, tourism
would be jeopardised.
"A large solar farm will destroy the character
and appearance of the land on which it is
located and will adversely affect the setting
of land around it. Tourists may not do return
visits or, if they have seen reviews online that
are negative because of the solar farm, they
will not come. This is not only damaging to
the tourist economy but means that there is
less money coming into the area and less
jobs."
Even if it beats off plans for the solar
farm, Williton must still get used to the
idea of 350 new homes being built on
land owned by the Wyndham Estate on
its western edge. Parish councillor Lucy
Naylor raised concerns about the
development, approved by SW&T in
November, despite fears over increased
local flooding.
"We are worried about a development of
such a size, on top of several others, that will
take us well over our development limits –
and all in one fell swoop. This is about
people and communities," she said at the
time.
We approached the Wyndham Estate and
its agents, Savills. Neither chose to
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respond. However, in a submission two
years ago to SW&T about its Local Plan
for 2040, Savills gave an indication of the
Estate's thinking.
Mark Richards of Savills argued, "Watchet
and Williton are not subject to overriding
physical constraints that preclude their future
growth. There is strong interest from
developers for sites at these settlements."
Mr Richards added, "The housing, economic
and other development needs of west
Somerset's communities should be provided
for within west Somerset." The submission
was, however, rather light on what the
owners of the new homes Mr Richards
was encouraging the council to permit
would do with their time.
A member of SW&T's planning
committee commented, "There are not the
jobs that generate the sort of income that
would allow young people to afford the
houses being built at the present time."
Speaking anonymously, as they will have
to consider the solar park application in
due course, the councillor added,
"Perhaps more social housing or council
houses should be built. A lot of the houses
that are being built become second or
holiday homes."
Elements of this story will be familiar to
communities all over Somerset, as local
authorities seek to meet housebuilders'
expectations and the housing targets to
which they sign up.
Victory
However, they should not assume
planned developments will happen
regardless. Villagers in Chilcompton, near
Midsomer Norton, are celebrating the
defeat of plans for a development of 95
homes, which would have increased by
one third the Mendip village's stock of
housing.
The villagers took their fight to a planning
inquiry in January and, after a spirited
fight, the inspector decided in their
favour. Parish council deputy chair Rich
Morgan argued that the plan, by Gladman
Developments, gave "no thought to social
sustainability - i.e. can the doctor's surgery
take more patients? Is there room at the
village school for more children?"
The inspector concluded, "The proposal
would significantly harm the character and
appearance of the area, adversely affecting
the form of the village and surrounding
landscape."
A relieved Mr Morgan stated, "This sort of
expansion would have affected the look and
very fabric of our village and changed our
rural way of life for ever.”
The village, just 12 miles from Bath and
16 miles from Bristol, is attractive to
commuters. It has already "more than
doubled its housing allocation under the
Mendip Housing Plan," so the parish
council remains on alert.
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Chedzoy Fair Share project

Echoes

A new project in the village of Chedzoy will have something of an
opening ceremony next month. It will be launched with a nature
walk on 3 April at 11am. The walk will also serve as a guide to
the project and what it is all about.
Created by the Chedzoy Fair Share project team and funded by
the Somerset County Council – Climate Emergency Community
Fund, Chedzoy now has a 3.2km nature walk with five visibly
different habitats. Each area has been created with plants carefully
selected for the properties they bring to the environment. The
team have created the five different habitats with easy access
gates, resting areas, plant ID labels, information boards and
walking guides that they hope will inspire you to ‘Observe, Think,
Learn and Create change’.
Immerse yourself in nature
Of course the overall effect is to enhance the village environment,
but it is not just about making the place look pretty. Every tree
and plant has been carefully selected based on its nectar and
pollen-creating properties, active season and ability to adapt to
the local climate.
The scheme produces edibles for humans while providing valuable
resources for our pollinator species and wildlife. The five main
areas on the route are:
�� A willow meeting room in the playing field
�� A whittling coppice behind the church
�� A community orchard on Ward Lane
�� Foraging lanes with nut trees alongside the footpaths
�� A flower lane with herbery, mixed vegetable and perennials
beds and wild flowers.
Why not join them on 3 April and see for yourself. Aside from
the official opening ceremony, there will be free kids’ activities,
guided walks as well as cake and refreshments!

The flagship element of the Chard Regeneration scheme was the
leisure centre. Delivered at a cost somewhat higher than planned
as we reported last month, the town certainly has a fine new
facility at the heart of its town centre. But as we have reported
previously, the costings were messed up and the project had to
be scaled back.
The Chief Executive of South Somerset District Council (SSDC)
overseeing the regeneration project in Chard (and also Yeovil and
Wincanton) for most of its life was Alex Parmley. But what The
Leveller® readers may not know, is that Alex Parmley had form.
Before arriving at SSDC, Mr Parmley had been at Eastleigh
Council in Hampshire where he was Corporate Director. His
work at Eastleigh was described (by SSDC when he was
recruited) as “leading a major business transformation programme as
well as the building of the new Fleming Park regional leisure centre.”
We have learnt much about Alex Parmley and transformation
projects over the past 4 years! But we had not previously looked
into Mr Parmley’s track record at Eastleigh. Which may or may
not be relevant to the good folks of Chard. It turns out that the
Fleming Park leisure centre did not exactly go to plan. By March
2016 it was reported that costs for the project had shot up from
initial estimates of £19m (proposed to Cabinet in 2014) to £25m
in just two and a half years. Eastleigh News reported that the final
cost was “in the region of £30m”. The leisure centre was also
reported by the Southern Daily Echo to be “way behind
schedule”. Originally due to open in time for the 2016 Rio
Olympics, the centre eventually opened as the Places for People
centre in November 2017.The project was part funded with £2m
Sport England money and £3.7m of New Homes Bonus cash. The
remaining funds had to be borrowed by the council in the hope
that future revenues would pay the sum off. Cabinet papers
showed projected revenues from the new centre 32% higher that
at the old leisure centre it was due to replace.
Other interesting aspects of the project included the extension of
a contract to the company running the old leisure centre. In the
justification we are told that “The Council has established a unique
and successful working relationship” with the current operator. No
evidence for this statement was provided in the Cabinet papers.
Ordinarily a council would have been expected to put the
contract out to tender. Instead Cabinet was recommended simply
to grant a 20-year extension to the existing contract! And who
made that recommendation? Take a bow, Alex Parmley.
One can only wonder what due diligence was carried out before
SSDC appointed Mr Parmley as their Chief Executive?

Sedgemoor shows the way
This month all five councils in the area covered by The Leveller®
prepared their final budgets before the arrival of the unitary
council. And, not for the first time, Sedgemoor led the way with
something a bit different. Well to be honest quite a lot different.
Cllr Duncan McGinty, Leader of Sedgemoor District Council
(SDC) presented an inclusive, joint budget from the leaders of
the Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat political parties
in Sedgemoor. In a speech to the council he noted: “Alongside my
fellow political group leaders – Cllr Brian Smedley and Cllr Bill Revans
– we have put together a joint budget, with suggestions from each
political group. This is not a budget of grand gestures, posturing or
political point-scoring; rather more a budget that will continue to build
on the past years of steady success that Sedgemoor has achieved
through its prudent forward-thinking, financial management and
commitment to maintaining services to the residents of Sedgemoor.”
The budget includes setting aside £500k for Sedgemoor’s share
of working on the creation of the new Unitary Council which
will take over in 2023. Other items include £775,000 for
community halls, £180,000 to fund the Citizens Advice team in
Sedgemoor and £100,000 to take over the management of Brean
Beach at the request of the parish council.
Speaking for the Labour Group, Cllr Brian Smedley explained:
“It’s appropriate that we have this last minute armistice as Sedgemoor
goes into its final year. Not quite making 50. And so it’s a positive and
welcome offer by the Leader for all parties to contribute to this great
closing down sale!”
The Labour elements of the budget will see new community
facilities in Hamp and Bower, skate parks in Bridgwater, a Meads
Eco-Park and seed funding for the Salmon Parade Hospital and
the Penel Orlieu Classic Buildings, historic landmarks in
desperate need of some love and attention.
Speaking for the LibDem group, Cllr Bill Revans told The
Leveller®: “The leader of Sedgemoor District Council approached the
Labour and Liberal Democrat group leaders asking what budget

amendments we would be proposing at the annual council budget
setting. As this would be the final Sedgemoor budget he was looking
for a legacy for the District Council that would reflect all parts of the
district and parties represented.
We have always advocated a more pluralistic approach to running
Sedgemoor than we have seen for many years and we put forward
the following proposals.”
The LibDems proposed £50,000 for the High Street in Burnham
on Sea and Highbridge; £50,000 to look at extending the
Strawberry Line footpath/cycleway; £100,000 to support a
community bid for electric cars; and £50,000 for all-terrain
wheelchairs to give disabled access to facilities across
Sedgemoor. They also supported the proposals to fund
community buildings such as Wilstock Hub and Wembdon
Village hall.
The overall budget will mean that SDC’s proportion of the
council tax is to increase the Band D tax by £5 per annum.
What would be nice, is if in the future we were to see many
more examples of this sort of co-operative working. Will this be
a model for the new Unitary Council when it starts work in
April 2023? We shall have to wait and see…
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Cllr Keitch survives with a
large majority

…..And they don’t care?
We at the Leveller are not a big fan of writing campaigns.
Getting a dozen or so template letters encouraged by Which,
Silver Voices and the like tells us nothing. Well nothing
except the fact they have conducted a writing campaign. We
know our readers are smart and if something is wrong or
they don’t like it, they will get in touch with us to tell us.
Often in no uncertain terms.
However the latest letter writing campaign is on a subject
close to many people’s hearts in Somerset. Access to cash.
Or to be more precise, the fact that many residents in rural
communities like ours have very limited access to it. Bank
branches have closed down across the county. We at The
Leveller® bank with Barclays. They now have just five
branches in the large chunk of Somerset we cover. They are
in Frome, Wells, Bridgwater, Taunton and Yeovil. And even
these are not all open five days a week. In the past five years
Barclays branches have closed in Street, Chard, Ilminster,
Crewkerne, Wellington, Minehead, Burnham on Sea and
Castle Cary.
Limited supply
Access to cash is seriously limited.
Cash machines have sometimes been left behind by banks
after branch closures. There’s still a NatWest cash machine
in South Petherton years after the actual bank vanished. But
for how much longer?
With poor quality public transport and few branches to
choose from, it is the elderly that feel most disenfranchised.
Of course having closed so many bank branches down and
laid off thousands of staff, the one thing that has flourished is
the profits banks can make from retail banking. In October
The Guardian reported that Barclays personal banking profits
rose by 10% to £2.9bn for the first 9 months of 2021.
So it comes as a kick in the teeth that banks are also reigning
in so called “treasury accounts”. These are the accounts used
for small charities, clubs and local organisations. They are
exactly the sort of organisations that tend to be at the heart
of rural communities. HSBC declared they were too
expensive to run and stopped offering free banking on these
accounts. Radio 4’s You and Yours investigated this last
month. As clubs and groups tried to move to other High
Street banks, they found they would often be told the other
banks were not taking transfers.
The bottom line is banks either do not understand social
responsibility, or don’t care about it. They are making money
at the expense of providing a service to local communities. It
is bad enough that you can’t get at your cash, but if your
bridge club, history society or crochet class can’t open a bank
account either, it feels a lot like banks are having their cake
and eating it.

On 28 February, a meeting of South Somerset District Council
considered a motion of no confidence in Council Leader Val
Keitch. The motion was put by Cllr Martin Wale (Conservative)
and seconded by Tony Capozzoli (Independent).
Cllr Wale spoke to his motion and then, quite properly, Val
Keitch was given the chance to respond. We learned quite a few
new things from the speeches and debates that followed. Cllr
Keitch declared: “My hope is that Council will make its decision fairly
and in a non political way.” In this she echoed similar sentiments
expressed by Cllr Wale.
Both were to be disappointed.
As the Chair noted before the meeting this was a contentious
motion. How could calling into question the confidence of council
in the Leader not be contentious? Voting followed party lines.
Several councillors were absent because the meeting having been
moved from the original set date. So only 39 of 60 councillors
were able to vote. Aside from Martin Wale, who as the proposer
of the motion had to be given a voice, the Chair declined to call
on any Conservative councillors to speak. To be fair, it would not
have altered anything. The results reflected the LibDem majority
on the Council. All councillors voting with their party. 8 voted in
favour, 30 against and there was one abstention.
The second (after Cllr Capozzoli) non-partisan contribution was
from Gerard Tucker, the Independent councillor for Turn Hill.
He observed that with just one year and a month remaining
before the Council was dissolved, it made sense for the sake of
continuity not to change the leadership.
For her part Cllr Keitch echoed The Leveller® in agreeing that the
timeline was critical. And she provided new information. It
concerned the appointment of Clare Pestell as Chief Executive of
the Council on the 5 May. This happened at a point when Cllr
Keitch knew there were allegations against Ms Pestell made in an
anonymous letter. Of course they could have been scurrilous and
Ms Pestell still denies them. But why did Cllr Keitch not wait until
the allegations had been investigated? She answered that question
telling Full Council: “I should point out that at this stage according to
the anonymous letter Ms Pestell did not seem to be a major
player at that stage.”
This statement is interesting. Not because we have seen the
anonymous letter ourselves, we haven’t. But we have seen
investigator Richard Penn’s report and he has a very different
view of the anonymous letter and the allegations contained within
it. He says: “The allegations focused primarily on two officers:
REDACTED and CP (ie Clare Pestell), the Director, Commercial
& Income Generation and stated that: ‘the officers have worked
together and abused their positions within the Council’.”
If it is true that “the allegations focused primarily on two officers:
REDACTED and CP (ie Clare Pestell)” then Cllr Keitch’s statement
looks, to be polite, untenable.
However we don’t know who is right here. We can only offer
our readers the two statements.

Investigations underway at South Somerset District Council
On 13 December 2021 The Leveller® broke the story about
corruption at South Somerset District Council (SSDC) on
Leveller.live. Shortly after our report and weeks after the
Council’s own legal process had run its course, on 16
December, more action followed. CEO Jane Portman announced
in a confidential session of the SSDC Full Council meeting that
day, that these matters had been reported to the Police. Once
again there appear to be discrepancies in the dates. We
contacted the Police who confirmed they only logged the
complaint on 27 December. At least a full blown Police
investigation should be ongoing as we speak. The Special
Investigator’s Report commissioned by SSDC to look into
allegations of corruption has also been passed to the Police.

Among the items that the Police will be looking into, is this claim
in the Investigators’ Report commissioned by SSDC: “a number
of Environmental Services staff also work as private individuals… the
former SSDC Monitoring Officer, had advised her that he had used
them and paid them in cash himself and that they were very good
workers. She was also informed that the former SSDC S151 Officer
and the former Council Leader as well as many other elected
members and staff have done the same.”
In January we notified HMRC (it seems SSDC had not done so)
about the potential for tax evasion, spelled out in the
Investigator’s Report, together with relevant documents. At the
28 February Full Council meeting, Cllr Peter Seib confirmed that
an HMRC investigation was now underway. Interesting times.
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Dealing With The Rate Rise
With inflation soaring, it was inevitable that the Bank of England
put up the bank base rate in February – although a second hike in
just 3 months from 0.25% to 0.5% may have been sooner than
many expected.
But what will the real effects be? Lisa Anderson, Financial Planner
at Continuum, looks at the answers.
What is Bank of England base rate?
The base rate is the Bank of England’s key tool for controlling the
economy. It is being hiked to try and damp down inflation. A hike
in the interest rates means people will spend less, hopefully
reducing inflation.
What will the impact be on your finances?
Two areas may be immediately affected.
Mortgages: Higher interest rates mean higher repayments,
although for many homeowners the impact is not immediate, and
some will escape it entirely.
Some 74% of mortgage borrowers in the UK are on fixed-rate
deals. If you are among them, you will only see a change in
repayments when your current term ends. Homeowners on
tracker deals or standard variable rates will see their rates go up.
However, costs for those on 5% deposit deals – who never
enjoyed the lowest rates – may actually see repayments fall.
Savings: Savers might hope to see better returns on their cash,
but it may be a long while coming. Rates are still woefully low
compared with inflation, which is running at more than 5%.
What next?
The rate is widely forecast to reach 1.25% by the end of the year.
This will push up mortgage costs dramatically, so it might be
worth seeing if you could lock in lower rates with a move to a
fixed rate deal. 5 or 10 year deals may be available.
Naturally, at Continuum we are ready to help you find the
mortgage or remortgage deal that’s most appropriate for you,
whatever the next move from the Bank of England. To find out
more, book a free initial consultation with Lisa on: 07776 300 265
or email: lisaanderson@mycontinuum.co.uk
The information contained in this article is based on the opinion of
Continuum and does not constitute financial advice or a
recommendation to suitable mortgage product, you should seek
independent financial advice before embarking on any course of action.
Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on
your mortgage. The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate
deposit accounts.

Litter Pick for Food Bank
Staff at Yeovil based Ten Three Cleaning will be enlisting the
support of their co-workers to litter pick their way through
Yeovil’s country park and walking hotspots. But it is not just
about keeping the place clean. They aim to raise at least £300 for
a large food parcel to be donated to the town’s Lord’s Larder
food bank.
Charlie Mae James explains: “We have chosen to litter pick because
we feel we have a social and environmental responsibility to look after
our lovely town, so this fundraiser will have a wonderful result and
benefit everyone in their area!”
The Lord’s Larder is a volunteer-led food bank and has helped to
support over 8,000 desperately hungry people annually in the
local area, over 3,000 of which were children.
Charlie Mae added: “Food banks have become an ever-increasing
need in the last few years. After seeing on the news about the
increase in costs of gas and electricity and the worries that use in
food banks would soar because of this, it was clear that we
wanted to choose our local food bank as this year’s fundraiser.
We are incredible grateful for those that have donated so far and
anyone else that chooses to support us.”
The team will be litter-picking on April 2 and anyone who would
like to support them with a donation should visit
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/tenthreelordslarder.
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Lindseys Lines by Lindsey Wright
A matter of coding
Let me say up front that what follows is nothing to do with
computers. But it does have a lot to do with codes.
We are of course talking about the tax codes that HMRC
allocates to us every year. It determines the amount of tax that is
taken automatically from employees when they receive their pay.
Of course most of us don’t give these things a second glance. We
tend to assume that what HMRC give us must be right. As long as
our pay looks about right, we don’t complain.
Right now HMRC will be issuing your PAYE codes for the
2022/23 tax year which starts within days of you reading this.
So with that in mind it might be worth taking a look at a court
case involving HMRC. It is what is known as a First-tier Tribunal
(FTT). And it is a lesson for the taxpayer too. You do really need
to check that HMRC have your tax code right.
Judge complains
The irony is that the case was bought by a man who was himself a
tribunal judge! Richard Thomas had a good knowledge of tax in
general and tax codes in particular. In 2020 HMRC amended
his tax code to include his civil service pension. HMRC wanted to
estimate the further tax due on a payment Mr Thomas received
from the civil service after he had ceased employment. A P45 had
been issued with the amount. Basic rate tax had, as would be
normal, been deducted from the payment but HMRC believed Mr
Thomas would be liable to the higher rate.
So he appealed to the FTT saying that HMRC could not be sure
that the tax it would collect from the revised code would be the
right amount.
Lots of legal argument followed. Eventually HMRC reinstated the
original PAYE code and withdrew its arguments from the court.
The bottom line is that you, the taxpayer do have the right to
appeal against a code number. And that means you can, like Mr
Thomas, go all the way to the FTT if necessary.
Yes HMRC can amend your tax code, but there are rules they
have to abide by.
Rules based order
HMRC (for the most part) only has a right to reduce your tax
code (which means you pay more tax – the tax code is your tax
free amount) to collect tax on PAYE income. That can include
state and private pensions and benefits in kind.
It can also adjust your code to collect tax you have underpaid, or
that it thinks you will have underpaid for the current tax year.
It will not surprise you to learn that HMRC officers have been
known to take a more cavalier approach to the rules. So watch
out!
There are things that have been included by HMRC in tax codes
in the past which you have the right to ask them to remove:
● property rental income
● profits from self-employment
● taxed
investment
income or
dividends
● untaxed
investment
income, e.g.
bank interest.

Lindsey Wright is a
partner in
Accounting Angels
of Somerton
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Legally Speaking by Catherine Murton
Over dinner with a friend she told me
that she was trying to get fit and so had
been looking at some fun alternatives to
going to the gym. She came up with ice
skating. Her first attempt had her clinging
to the side and edging herself cautiously
twice around the rink before giving up. I
told her that I would never try it as I was
told as a child that if you fell over the
skates could cut off your fingers.
Urban myths have been around for
centuries in one form or another. I’m
sure we have all heard that we only use
10% of our brains. It always seemed like such a great opportunity
to me; if I tried harder, I could double my intellectual capacity
and still have loads left to spare! Sadly, science has confirmed
that we use 100% of our brains all of the time.
It is hard to say where these ideas come from in the first place
but, once they take off, they spread like wildfire and can be very
hard to bring to an end, often resurfacing years later. Apparently,
shaving doesn’t make hair grow back thicker and Friday the 13th
is just another day!
To a lesser degree, as a solicitor, I hear urban myths about
aspects of the law and it can be very difficult to convince a client
that what they heard at the pub, or from a friend of a friend is
not actually the way the law operates. So, what sort of things am
I talking about?
“Making a Will is asking to die earlier”. Believe it or not this is
quite a common one especially, it would seem, amongst the
armed forces. A Will is just a bit of paper setting out your final
wishes. It has no power to end your life prematurely.

“There is no point in making a Will because everything goes to
my other half any way.” Well this depends on how much you are
worth and whether your ‘other half’ is your husband, wife, or
civil partner. If you have children and your estate is worth more
than £270,000 your spouse will receive the first £270,000, all
your chattels and half of what is remaining. Your children divide
the other half between them. If you are not married to your
‘other half’ they receive nothing. In law there is no such thing as
a common law husband or wife.
“I don’t need power of attorney because I have next of kin and
they will make decisions for me if I can’t make decisions for
myself.” The term ‘next of kin’ has no legal standing. From a
financial point of view, no bank will give access to a third party
without the legal authority to do so. For health decisions, the
medical professionals must consider all scenarios and allowing
decisions to be made by those noted as ‘next of kin’ could lead
to the NHS Trust being sued by another interested party. The
only way to ensure that you are properly represented is to
execute Lasting Power of Attorney.
“I don’t want to be buried because I am claustrophobic”, and its
partner, “I don’t want to be cremated because I can’t think of
anything worse than burning”, probably need no comment. I can,
however, say that I work closely with all the local funeral
directors and I am confident that they would notice if the doctor
that certified death had got it wrong.
If I can help to settle any misconceptions please do give me a call
on 01935 382689 or, alternatively, at
catherine.murton@pardoes.co.uk.
Catherine Murton is a Partner & Head of Private Clients,
Pardoes Solicitors
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Property Update: Making the Most of the
March Market
As predicted, the early part of 2022 has been a mad rush for
potential buyers looking to find their new dream home. At
Lodestone we have seen a significant increase in potential sellers
asking for market appraisals and advice, ahead of time.
During January and February, Rightmove saw 11% more homes
listed, compared to the same period last year, which supports
what we are seeing in the market: sellers are looking to ensure
they’re in a good position to purchase as soon as the right
property comes to market
This paired with Rightmove recording the highest monthly jump
in the price of property coming to market in more than twenty
years, has really got home-owners thinking about making the
most of things in March and the months ahead.
Here in the South West, the market has seen a 13.2% YOY
change, with the average asking price for the region rising to
£361,000.
So, what are buyers looking for right now?
We knew that gardens were near the top of most wish list’s
during the height of the Covid pandemic, but despite restrictions
becoming near enough redundant, Rightmove still recorded a 70%
uplift in buyer searches for “gardens” in January.
Outdoor space. Another recent study has shown that a
garden office or separate ‘out house’ is also expected to add
value to your home, providing your garden is big enough to
accommodate one.
A kitchen that doesn’t need renovating! Neutral taste is key.
Making sure your kitchen doesn’t require work by its next owner
could add up to 5.5% to the value of your home!
A well-maintained home. With some buyers maxing out their
budget to buy their dream property, a well-maintained house
which doesn’t require immediate work, could be very desirable.
Eco features. Again, if savings can be made, especially as
utilities continue to rise, sustainable and eco-efficient features
could be the determiner for a sale.
If you are considering selling your house, it is important that you get the
right advice from agents who are local, know the local market and take
the time to accompany you on your
property journey to ensure you’re well
placed to find your next home.
Contributor: Cathy Morris-Adams,
Managing Partner, Lodestone
Property.
Should you wish to learn more about
Lodestone Property’s thoughts on the
current market, find out what your
house could be worth or simply receive advice on the best move for
you, Lodestone Property have selling and letting experts across
Somerset and Dorset who can help. www.lodestoneproperty.co.uk
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New mattress? Maybe, maybe not…..
This month is National Bed Month. I mean every day and every
month is always a “something day” or a “special this or that
month”. But National Bed Month it is and, surprisingly, it turns
out we as a nation are not very good at looking after our beds.
According to research by the National Bed Federation (yes,
there really is one), 41% of consumers replace their mattresses
in five years or less.
Of course as we spend roughly a third of our life in bed, we
want to be comfortable and sure the bed is just right. Choosing
the right mattress in the first place is really important. Of course
these things are deeply personal. The only good way to know if a
mattress is right for you is to lie on it. You need to think of your
sleeping position, how firm the mattress is (some like it soft,
some like it firm) and your bodyweight will play a big part in
which mattress suits you best. If you are over 16 stone you’ll
almost certainly benefit from having a firmer mattress. But once
you’ve chosen the right mattress, how long will you keep it?
Top mattress tips
Just ask yourself this: How many
mattresses are going into landfill
that needn’t? Is this simply a
symptom of our throwaway
society? Added to which there’s a
cost of living crisis with soaring
energy and food bills. Now may not
be the ideal time to rush out and
buy a new mattress. They are not
cheap.
So how can you preserve the life of
your mattress so it is clean, healthy
and gives you good support?

1. Turn your mattress regularly. Every two to six months
rotate the mattress 180 degrees from head to foot. This is
particularly important during the first couple of years. And turn
the mattress right over at least once every six months. Regular
turning keeps the mattress from wearing in one particular area
and balances out the impact of bearing your weight on the bed.
2. Every month strip your mattress and let the sunlight in to air
out the bed for several hours. Ideally do it on a sunny day to
make the most of the light.
3. Use a mattress protector! A good quality mattress
protector provides protection against spills and accidents. They
also reduce the amount of dust, debris and dirt that make it into
your bed.
4. Wash bed linen regularly. When you sleep you shed sweat,
oil, hair and skin cells. Eating in bed leaves crumbs. Pets can bring
in all kinds of things. Convinced? Once a fortnight is apparently
the ideal frequency.
5. And if you can come by one, regular cleaning with a hightemperature steam cleaner can give
your mattress years of extra life.
Most mattresses harbour between
100,000 and 10 million house dust
mites, along with pollen, bacteria
and other allergens. Hightemperature steam is the most
effective way to eliminate mites,
germs and bacteria.
However you look at it, looking
after your mattress and getting a few
years’ extra life from it is helping us
get a few extra years of life out of
our planet too.
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A two bedroom semi-detached bungalow occupying a nice corner plot on a popular development. Further accommodation
comprises a lounge/diner, bathroom, kitchen and conservatory, garden, integral garage and parking. Other benefits include gas
central heating, double glazing and comes to the market with no onward chain. EPC rated D

Guide Price of £289,950
To view: contact English Homes on 01458 252530 or sales@english-homes.co.uk
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Phytophthora pluvialis
Another month, another tree disease wreaking havoc in the
countryside. It may not be quite that bad, but sometimes it feels
like it. The latest to rear its ugly head goes by the fancy name of
Phytophthora pluvialis. It is a fungus-like pathogen known to affect
a variety of trees including western hemlock, tan oak, several
species of pine and Douglas fir. It was first noticed in the US state
of Oregon, in 2013 on tan oak and Douglas fir trees.
It was first spotted in the UK last
year. It was identified in a woodland
in Cornwall in September 2021,
where it was found to be affecting
mature western hemlock and Douglas
fir trees. Following extensive
surveillance by the Forestry
Commission, further outbreaks have
been found in Cornwall, Devon, Cumbria, Surrey and at multiple
sites in Scotland and Wales.
The largest outbreak by far is centred on Devon and stretches
over the border into Cornwall. The Forestry Commission has
now set up a demarcated zone across most of Devon and the
northern half of Cornwall. It stretches up to Exeter and Exmouth.
Within the zones, movement restrictions apply on materials
capable of spreading the disease.
As the area is very close to Somerset, our county is very much in
the firing line for the spread of the disease. The Forestry
Commission is urging woodland managers, landowners and the
forestry industry to remain vigilant. The pathogen is known to
cause needle cast, shoot dieback, and lesions on the stem,
branches and roots. If you think you have spotted signs of this
disease then please contact the Forestry Commission using their
online Tree Alert service at
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/tools-and-resources/fthr/treealert/
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Somerset Lives by Stephanie Harris Plender
This month: Tom Mayberry, Chief Executive Officer, South West Heritage Trust
The South West Heritage Trust has been responsible for
running the Museum of Somerset and Somerset Military Museum
in Taunton, the Rural Life Museum in Glastonbury and the Brick
and Tile Museum in Bridgwater since it was launched in 2014.
Perhaps less high profile is its work in caring for the archives of
Somerset and Devon on behalf of their county councils, which
are the charity’s main funders. Funding also comes from traded
income and contracts and grants from Arts Council England, the
National Lottery Heritage Fund and others. Then there’s the
Trust’s historic environment work, including responsibility for
over 400 acres of historic landscapes such as Cothelstone Hill in
the Quantocks and Deer Leap in the Mendips. Stephanie Harris
Plender has been talking to Tom Mayberry about the range of
the Trust’s work.
What was the rationale for the creation of the Trust and tell us
about your long involvement in helping to bring this about?
TM: I’m an archivist by background. My first job was as a trainee in
the old Somerset Record Office back in 1980 where I worked for six
months as the most junior member of staff. I became County Archivist
in 2000 and then worked within Somerset County Council to argue for
the creation of a Heritage Service, gathering
together the heritage functions of the
Council. That service came into being in
2004. A major preoccupation was to renew
the very deficient premises that the museum
and archive services then occupied.
Ultimately the funding was found for the
Somerset Heritage Centre at Norton
Fitzwarren, which brought together archive
collections and museum reserve collections
from 18 existing buildings. At the same time
we worked to recreate the Museum of
Somerset which we opened in 2011. And
having solved some of the major premises
issues there was then the question of
governance – how to ensure the service’s resilience in the long term. It
was decided that a free-standing independent trust was the best way
to do that and it was at a very late stage that Devon County Council
asked if its archive services could join us. So we took also responsibility
for the Devon Archive Service in Exeter and Barnstaple together with
its wonderful collections.
Of course, as well as running museum, archive and local study
services, the Trust has a Historic Environment Service, what
does that involve?
TM: The Service works within the planning system to provide advice
and information about archaeology and built heritage to local
authorities and others. It also looks after landscape heritage. For
example, we’ve long had a presence in the Avalon Marshes both
through our endeavour to preserve the extraordinary archaeology of

the Levels but also to make public understanding of that inheritance
more vivid through historic reconstructions. We’ve almost completed a
Saxon long hall and a Roman dining room at Westhay and there will
soon be an Iron Age roundhouse as well. During the pandemic my
colleagues worked with an extraordinary group of volunteers to create
those structures and we’ve recently been awarded a major grant to
help us complete and open the site.
How has the pandemic affected another plank of your work,
heritage learning?
TM: Our Learning Service has been affected by the ebb and flow of
how schools have been operating. But since the autumn it’s been
extremely busy and there’s been a very strong sense that young
people want to re-engage with learning, to re-engage with real objects
and real sites. Our learning programmes relate to people throughout
the age range, including the very young through our Toddler Explorer
sessions at the museums. It was extraordinary that when the sessions
restarted some of the toddlers were interacting with other children for
first time. At the heart of the pandemic, our effort to make sure we
remained an organisation that offered learning opportunities was
diverted online, including through our lockdown lecture series. There’s
no doubt that everything we’re doing to reach
people has been transformed by the experience
of the pandemic.
Finally, what are some of the other ways
that you and your colleagues see the Trust’s
work evolving?
TM: We’re very alert to the fact that things
have been changed by the pandemic. Issues
such as equalities have been highlighted and it’s
clearer than ever that many people are living in
rural isolation and that we need to reach them
where they are, whether it’s by holding an event
in a village hall or taking real heritage objects to
communities. And we want to build on some of
the things we’ve already been doing well such
as bringing great art to Somerset. Our programme of spotlight loans
has been bringing national treasures to the West Country, and the
next treasure arrives in March from the British Library. It will be the
only autograph manuscript of Coleridge’s poem “Kubla Khan” which
he wrote in West Somerset in 1797. We’re in the final stages of
organising a major exhibition at the Museum of Somerset centred
around the loan. Among much else, a really important area of work
for the archive services is in preserving important parts of Devon and
Somerset’s fragile digital footprint from over the last 30 years. It’s an
inheritance which is very vulnerable to being lost. For example, many
digital oral history recordings are on obsolescent formats. The South
West Heritage Trust has been a leader nationally in trying to ensure
that our digital legacy is preserved and remains accessible for the
future.
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At The Farm Gate by Graham Walker
We have frog spawn in our top
pond in the ornamental tunnel.
There are 2 ponds, one dug into
the ground the other built up
from the ground and they are
connected by an overflow. I am
not sure whether we have
intelligent frogs in our midst, or if
it just a coincidence, but the frog
spawn this year, is in the top
pond. This is not accessible to the
newts, which I think usually eat it.
A good sign that Spring it
definitely on the way.
I sometimes bemoan that we are
so far behind the times here that we are probably still working
as if we were in the 20th century or perhaps even the 19th. No
electricity in the yard on the moor, small old fashioned tractors
and a very non- intensive way of rearing and growing everything.
I don’t think we will be applying for the latest instalment of the
Farming Investment Fund in the very near future. You can
potentially get a grant ranging from £35,000 to £500,000 to
invest in driverless tractors, robots that
harvest and spray crops etc. The
government seem to be very keen on
themes at present, apparently this is the
Improving Farm Productivity theme. Our
improving farm productivity theme at
School Farm is usually a talk over a cup of
tea with us all sat around the kitchen table.
In October 2021 the supermarket Asda said
it would supply 100% British beef at it’s

meat counters. In January 2022 it decided it wouldn’t, because
of the rise in the cost of British Beef. The National Beef
Association said that farmers were struggling to cope with rising
costs of energy, feed and fertilisers. So how lucky are we?
Firstly, we sell everything ourselves through the farm shop so we
aren’t dependent on the likes of supermarkets. Secondly, we
aren’t allowed under our present Countryside Stewardship
Agreement to use artificial fertilisers – so no cost there then.
Thirdly, all our cattle are grass fed (or hay /silage) so no cost for
hard feed. Energy costs probably have increased for diesel for
the tractors, but they are really small tractors by today’s
standards.
There are also ongoing problems for pig farmers. They have
warned that their industry faces collapse. At the beginning of
this year it was reported that as few as 50% of contracted pigs
were being taken by processors and one in three pigs were not
entering the food chain. The pig backlog is in excess of 170,000
due to lack of butchers in pork processing plants and this is not
thought to be changing anytime soon. Again, how lucky are we?
Only a few pigs reared and then not having to worry that one
batch has to go before another batch arrives.
It is all a bit doom and gloom but March and April heralds
lambing, perhaps good weather and new life
about the place. The high tech use of the
Rayburn in the kitchen hopefully won’t be
needed for warming cold lambs and we will
enjoy them all lamb racing before long.
Helen Walker and husband Graham own
School Farm and the
farm shop at Muchelney which you can
contact on 01458 251 127
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Guy the Grape by Guy Smith
Wine Tasting
Normally I write this sitting in my quiet office overlooking the
moors in peaceful South
Somerset but this month, I’m in
a large modern room
overlooking the glorious centre
of Manchester with around one
hundred wine makers and
importers with around 1000
open bottles of delicious wine
from small producers around
the world and, us. The trade
wine tasting circuit has started
up again and it’s great to be back
seeing old friends and talking to
other winemakers comparing
notes and solving the problems
of the wine world.
In particular, it’s great to see our old friend Jesus Madrazo
(pictured) for the first time in three years. He is one of Spain’s
greatest winemakers and we’re lucky enough to import his wines.
We came across him when he was
technical director at Contino the first
single estate rioja and his family founded
one of the great producers CVNE. It’s a
privilege to talk through wines with him as
he has a really great palate honed over
many years of winemakng and blending.
He decided to break free in 2017 and it’s
only now that his first wines have been
released under his own label for us to sell,
and you to buy. It still feels very strange
being presented as a winemaker alongside
him!
And of course if this tempts you to look
up his wines, you can find them at Smith
and Evans (of course) and also Waitrose,
Tanners Wines,
Home Turf
Our own wines are here and it’s nerve
wracking to present them to the trade as
they can be a pretty tough crowd but
reassuringly, the reaction has been really
positive and we should be getting a good
write up in a
national paper
soon so we’d
better get labelling! (sorry Lord
Leveller we do talk to other media
outlets).

Leveller® Confidential
In the next few weeks we are launching our new
online service “Leveller®Confidential”.
You can find out more from our website
Leveller.Live.
The new service will be a newsletter format
bringing you more frequent news updates but
continuing in the tradition of our investigative
journalism. It will be free at first but will move to a
subscription service by the end of the year.
Want to sign up?

Email levellereditor@gmail.com
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Sodoku for this month

Advertisers and our papers
Whilst every care is taken to ensure accuracy, neither The
Leveller® nor the publisher can accept liability for loss, damage
or omission caused by error in the printing of an advert.
Adverts are accepted from advertisers on this understanding
and should not be placed if the advertiser does not accept this
agreement. All artwork is accepted on the strict condition that
permission has been given for its use in this publication and
the advertiser has the right to use the material in our
publication.
Adverts are accepted on the strict understanding that
descriptions of goods and services are both fair and accurate.
The advertiser is solely responsible for any unfair or
inaccurate descriptions of goods or services for sale.
The Leveller® accepts adverts in good faith and cannot be held
liable for miss-selling or inaccurate descriptions made by our
advertisers.
Last month’s Sodoku answer

Quiz Question Quandary!!!
Your question for this month: What do the Korean mountain Punggye-ri, the Pacific
atoll that gave its name to swim wear, and the Australian desert all have in
common?
Last month we asked you: Cincinnati is in the north and Indianapolis is in the south.
And yet Indianapolis is to the north of Cincinnati. How do you account for this?
The answer is that it is true that Indianapolis which can be found at 39.36 degrees
north, is to the north of Cincinnati at 39.06 degrees north. Yet for the purposes of
American Football, the Cincinnati Bengals play in the AFC Northern Division and
the Indianapolis Colts play for the AFC Southern Division.
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Cobbs Column by Jane Rodger
Powerful pomegranate
Its difficult to imagine the strange seed filled pomegranate fruit
can contain so much goodness! Widely used both culinary and
medicinally in the middle and far East this plentiful fragrantly tasty
fruit is renowned for its cell protecting and healing properties.
Having sold the juice for many years for a myriad of health issues
I thought it high time to research a little further and bring to the
forefront its many positive benefits for our everyday health!
A powerful antioxidant pomegranate is rich is polyphenols. These
remove toxic cell build up in the blood reducing inflammation in
the body.
This results in reducing oxidative stress, a process where basically
the levels of toxic cells outweigh the natural antioxidants in the
body. This imbalance increases the risk of inflammatory disease
such as cancer, joint inflammation, arthritis, Parkinsons, and heart
disease. The large amounts of natural polyphenol helps to redress
the balance.
Drink a daily dose of the juice to reduce gut inflammation. Very
calming for gut Conditions such as Crohn’s, ulcerative colitis and
IBS.
Preliminary tests are underway with regards to he effectiveness of
pomegranate extract used to prevent prostate cancer. Although
these tests are in relatively early research the results so far are
very promising!
A daily 100 ml glass of juice appears to reduce the psa levels
associated with prostate health.
Rich in vitamin E, C, and K pomegranate us an amazing cell
protector, immune booster, and bone protector. Vitamin K is
essential for bone health in
Menopausal women, helping to prevent honeycombing in the
bone structure, synonymous with osteoporosis.
With regards to heart health pomegranate is probably the most
effective food you can eat!
It helps to prevent hardening and narrowing of the arteries by
removing harmful plaque deposits caused by triglycerides. This is
unhealthy fatty deposits carried by the blood resulting in
arterial blockage and stubborn belly fat.
By breaking down these harmful substances we can notice all
sorts of benefits happening such as improved energy, better
memory and protection from dementia as an added bonus!!!
Well that's gives us a few good reasons to include pomegranate
juice on our daily health regime!
Ideally 100 mls daily is the most effective dose.
A word of caution though, pomegranate is not compatible with
statin use, so sadly if you already take these medications check
with your health care professional.
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Plant of the month by Ancient Pistol
Strawberries
You may not think that strawberries are the most obvious plant
to have as plant of the month for March. But, if you rooted new
plants from runners in the late summer, strawberries should be
on your mind right now.
Once the last of the fruit has been picked, strawberry plants
throw out long stringy stems (runners) on which mini strawberry
plants start to develop. Place the mini plant over a pot of soil and
pin the runner on either side of the mini plant. Leave it for a
week or two and the strawberry plant will root into the plant
pot. I usually leave them a month before I cut off the runners and
pop the rooted plant into a cold frame. There they can be left
over winter and forgotten about.

The plants can look a bit sickly in spring. They die back over
winter and the leaves lose their lustre and can take on a
greyish tinge. However, by the
middle of March they are
ready for planting out. They
might not be much to look at
just yet, but plant them with
plenty of space as they’ll
rapidly thrust out new growth.
Within 12 weeks you’ll be
picking fruit. The growing
season is surprisingly short
and the plants can turn from
something that looks on its
last legs to a small bush with a
few short weeks.
So if you want a crop of fresh
strawberries this summer, now
is your moment!
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Gardening for the Mind by Alison Hayward
There appears to be two theories as to
why March is associated with the Roman
god of war, Mars. Both seem relevant in
2022. The first is that when Spring finally
comes it arrives on the back of storms,
winds and fierce winds. The second is
that in Roman times, military season
would begin again.
Certainly my own garden looks like it has
been through a war. The garden at
Minds office is surrounded by stone walls
and has been protected from the ravages
of Eunice and her gang. The storm
damage makes me think of resilience, why
did some gardens escaped damage and
others like mine, look such a mess?
Certainly the damage on the trees would
have been greater if they were in full leaf,
the roots supporting the weightier
branches having a tougher job. Much like
us, when we are carrying more stress,
worries, baggage from the past, it takes
less to knock us of our feet. When we
are protected by solid, well built walls,
the storms of life can leave us unscathed.
Resilience is often cited as the ability to
bounce back, the metaphor I prefer is the
‘self-righting tendency.’ We all get
buffeted by life and yet some people
seem to be able to keep themselves
upright, others get blown over. Research
has found that one of key factors in

resilience is to increase positive bonds
and connection. Reaching out to
connect with someone, some group or
activity that is positive helps us cope with
adversity. It is documented that people
who have more social connection and
participate in enjoyable hobbies lead
physically and mentally healthier lives.
So….time to get out in the garden.
This month is leading up to the busiest
time in the gardening calendar. Potatoes
to start ‘chitting’ by exposing to the light,

onion sets to buy. This year, for the
project we have decided on ‘Charlottes’
potato a second early variety. They have
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a waxy skin, ideal for salad, roasting or
sauté. The owner of Combe Dingle
nursey near Chard said she sells twice as
many of these varieties than any other.
Second earlies can be planted from MidMarch and Early maincrop and Maincrop
potatoes from Late March. The difference
is the approximate harvest time. Early
Maincrop can be harvested five weeks
before Maincrop. Hardier Seeds can be
planted in a greenhouse, or on a window
sill. The soil is still cold at the moment
but the worms are becoming more active
and some peoples call the full moon in
March the ‘worm moon.’ They will be
working away on the mulch applied in
previous months.
Summer bulbs such as Dahlia and Lily can
be planted now, also transplant
snowdrops and plant ‘in the green.’ It has
been wonderful to enjoy the swaths of
snowdrops in Shepton.
At the MIND office we were delighted
that eventually a few snowdrops did
indeed appear. Small victories.
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The Cutting Garden by Jane Earthy
If you enjoy having fresh flowers in your home, then find a space
for a cutting garden this year. There are plenty of suitable
flowers available as seeds, bulbs or young plants that can be
picked for the vase. Hardy annuals such as larkspur, love in a
mist and cornflower can be direct sown this month into
prepared soil and sweet peas are very successful sown now, in
deep pots in a cold greenhouse. They can be transplanted
outside in April, with support for their climbing stems. Feed
well and the more that are picked, the more will follow on. I
can’t see the point in a sweet pea that has no scent, so I plump
for a packet of mixed ‘Spencer’ type which are easy to grow and
highly scented, or I buy them as young plants.
I am a fan of Dahlias as they flower for weeks, often up to
November when other flowers are over, and tubers may be
purchased now. As their new growth is susceptible to frost
damage, start them off in pots of compost in the greenhouse and
plant out in May. There are so many colours, shapes, and sizes
available its easy to get carried
away. I love the dinnerplate sized
flowers of creamy pink ‘Café au
Lait’, ‘Rawhide’ (colours of a
sunset) and star-shaped white/pink
‘Honka Fragile’.
Plants such as cosmos,
antirrhinums delphiniums and
zinnias will give long stems for
cutting throughout summer. Fresh
flower vases all summer long – yes
please!
For information and gardening
supplies contact monktonelm.com
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Behind the Wheel by David Young
Volkswagen is creating a Buzz

I’m not sure about the 21st century. The
VW ID Buzz looks more like it’s been
transported back in time from the 25th
Century. This new van brings one of
VW’s most iconic vehicles straight into
the electric generation. Although, to be
absolutely clear, this is still a concept
vehicle, but one that probably isn’t too far
away from the market.
Based on the modular electric drive
(MEB) platform it provides comfort and
lots of space for long journeys. It’s
essentially the same underneath as the
rest of the VW ID range - as well as the
Audi Q4 E-Tron, Seat Cupra Born, and
Skoda Enyaq. It’s designed to be
configured with different battery options
to suit different purposes and budgets.

The ID Buzz is perfectly suited for
use as a van or as a family car.
As a family car the interior design
concept includes an extra roomy luggage
compartment, and flexible seating allows
you to easily create even more space in a
few simple steps. A vehicle, a mobile
living space, or a creative hub - it can be
almost anything you want it to be. The
innovative interior design and lack of a
catalytic converter and fuel tank, opens
up new space for you and your family.
Configure it as a van and the ID Buzz
Cargo offers a payload of 800kg, a tight
turning circle for easy manoeuvrability,
and the battery can be charged to 80%
capacity in 15 minutes using a 150 kW
DC fast charging system. Production
versions are expected to also offer
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wireless induction charging and a solar
module on the roof that can generate
enough energy on its own to extend
range by almost 10 miles.
The Volkswagen ID Buzz should also
feature some dazzling new tech when it
goes into production too.
At the front it features intelligent LED
‘eyes’ that can communicate with drivers
and pedestrians. For instance, if you’re
about to turn a corner, the headlights will
point in the direction you’re heading. If
the ID Buzz notices any pedestrians or
cyclists on the edge of the road, it can
even look towards them and use subtle
light signals to let them know you’re
there. It’s entirely possible that it may
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even wink at people if it’s in a particularly good mood.
Both the van and MPV concept versions feature augmented reality
head up display. This projects navigation directions straight onto
the road in front of you, as well as projecting the instrument
panel in 3D over the road ahead, positioning key information
right in your line of sight. The cockpit itself does away with
complex buttons and knobs, controlling all of the functions via the
intuitive touchpad on the steering wheel. A simple tap on the
wheel, and you’re ready for your next adventure. Rear-view
mirrors are also a thing of the past, replaced by cameras and
screens, with other features such as infotainment and climate
control operated through a portable, integrated tablet.
The ID Buzz Cargo also features a few handy ideas of its own. It
can automatically recognise authorised individuals who have the
digital key on their smartphone, so if you have a fleet of vans you
no longer have to worry about who has the keys to which one.
Once inside, the cabin features a familiar driver's seat and a
double bench-seat configuration, but that is where the similarity
ends. The middle seat folds down to reveal a workplace with an
integrated laptop and the driver’s seat rotates to allow the driver
to work. At some point in the future, once the self-driving car
technology is properly established, you could even let the ID Pilot
deal with the driving and giving you the ability to work on the
move.
All it needs now is for VW to actually build what might possibly
be the coolest vehicle you’ll see for a long time.
The ID Buzz is due to go into production later this year with an
expected launch in the Autumn. The first models will be available
with a rear-mounted electric motor providing a peak output of
201bhp. A 77-kWh lithium-ion battery will store the energy.
Volkswagen has all but confirmed a larger battery is going to be
added at some point in the future, and a more powerful, dualmotor setup could also be in the cards.
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Cruising during Covid by Godfrey Hall
In last month’s piece you will recall that
despite our limited visit to Barbados we
did manage to find a delightful sanctuary
in the middle of the island that even
included its own troop of monkeys!
Whilst staying over in New York before
the cruise we were not allowed to enter
any eating establishment without a Covid
pass. These included diners, restaurants
and department store cafes. The rules
were strictly followed and we witnessed
plenty of cases when people were
turned away for not having the correct
paperwork.
But, back to the cruise… Barbados was
in fact our only destination on a trip of
around 12 nights and I have to say at
times life on board was quite
complicated. Once we had boarded our
ship at the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal in
New York, we were able to unpack our
bags and sort ourselves out. On such
trips we always make a quick visit to the
restaurant to confirm our seating as
soon as we get on board, thus avoiding
any complications later on. Fortunately
for us we had been on the QM2 (our ship
for this trip) a number of times before so
we were quite familiar with the layout.
The first day was fine and we enjoyed
some relaxing time, excellent food and a
good bottle of wine. However, as we
progressed things started to become
complex. We were refused entry to our
next port of call, Tortola, and after
numerous announcements it became
obvious that things were not going too
well. In all fairness to the cruise line,
during this time we were looked after
well and given access to most of the ship.
There were also obviously complications
with the crew as well but front of house
all seemed to run smoothly.
Confined to ship
With our first call cancelled, later
destinations also pulled out and it was
soon evident that it was unlikely we were
going to stop anywhere. In fact, our only
port of call was Barbados where we were
heavily restricted to just a few excursions

or the use of a limited number of
approved taxis. It was during this time
that an announcement was made to say
that the ship would not be allowed back
into New York. With a large number of
New Yorkers on board, the cruise line
decided to charter several large jets so
that they were able to transfer some
passengers back to the USA and on to

Canada and other neighbouring countries.
Others were offered direct flights back to
various UK airports or the opportunity of
staying on the ship which was returning
directly from Barbados to the UK.
However, this was not an option for us as
we had joined in New York.
Throughout the trip passengers were
constantly tested for Covid both on
board and during any land transfers.
There were also announcements during
the day particularly after testing sessions
requesting certain people return to their
cabins immediately and contact the
purser’s office. We presumed that these
were individuals who had tested positive.
Covid did not pick and choose its victims
and individuals included several wellknown West End performers who had
been in some of the shows.
Regular relaxation
Because of the situation, life on board fell
into something of a routine. From our
point of view, we were being fed, the
weather was warm and sunny and the sea
was calm. A swim before breakfast was
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followed by several laps around the deck
(each lap equal to around one-third of a
mile), lunch, a possible read, some sun
and then preparing for what we could call
‘cocktail time’. Dinner was around
7.45pm. We also managed to fit in some
excellent shows which were put on in the
theatre where they had blocked off a
large number of seats.
On the plus side, the cruise company
agreed to provide a 100% cash refund or
125% if you were willing to go on another
trip. We plumped for the second option
and are now booked to go down to the
Mediterranean in 2023 on the QM2.
Other hiccups on this adventure included
a notification by email from the New
York Sheriff’s Department to say that
they were looking for us (we never found
out why). Very late returned PCR results
when we got back and problems with our
lateral flow tests in New York all added
to make this a very eventful cruise.
Our overall thoughts on the trip. Well I
have to say – and you might find this
strange – there were times when we
really enjoyed it. The chance to sit in the
sun and relax, eat good food and enjoy
excellent service made up for a lot of the
problems. Yes, there was some
discomfort at times, such as getting up at
3am for our return to New York and I
did feel very sorry for those who were
on their first trip to this part of the
world. Having travelled here several
times we could put up with the fact that
it was not a destination cruise, but for
some who were celebrating a special
event it must have been very
disappointing.
Thankfully, we came through the whole
affair unscathed and it certainly hasn’t put
us off booking another cruise, particularly
on this iconic ship.
I would like to thank the following for
their support: GWR, Heathrow Express,
Heathrow Hilton Terminal 4 and the
Midtown Hilton New York.
Words and pictures © Godfrey Hall
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A welcome royal return
The Royal Bath & West Show returns on 2 June for a three-day
celebration of Great British farming, equine competitions and
rural crafts - and tickets are now on sale.
Following a Covid-enforced hiatus the show is staging a welcome
comeback with all the usual livestock and equine classes, rural life
exhibitions and popular family entertainment.
“Livestock competitions, parades and equestrian classes are at the
show’s heart and true to our traditions,” says deputy head of shows,
Jess Chiplen. “Although it bridges the gap between urban and rural
life, it remains an agricultural show and captures farming’s past,
present and sustainable future.”
One exciting new development is the expansion of the
showground’s Beadle Arboretum as part of the Queen’s Green
Canopy Project. “We aim to plant, where possible, the same species
that were originally planted. Importantly, these trees include native
species which will be vital in providing a wildlife corridor to support the
fauna and flora we have in our area of Somerset. At a time when
climate change and carbon neutrality is firmly in the spotlight, we are
delighted to be able to do our bit for the environment while also
creating a peaceful place for people to walk and rest.”
Visitors to the show will be treated to the usual mix of local food
and drink, live music, family entertainment and shopping aisles,
with camping available on-site. “We really are looking forward to
welcoming people back through the gates – we’ve long awaited the
return of the annual show in all its glory,” says Ms Chiplen.
Sales on the gate will be at £25 per adult and £6 per child. To
book tickets visit
www.bathandwest.yourticketbooking.com/p/royalbathandwests
how
The Royal Bath & West Show takes place on 2-4 June 2022 at
The Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 6QN.
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Pelleas Ensamble tour Somerset
On top of the many great things you can say about the Pelleas
Ensemble, they certainly bring together an unusual trio of
instruments: Henry Roberts, flute; Luba Tunnicliffe, viola; and
Anne Denholm, harp. But they have not let that stop them
making a name for themselves. Formed at the Guildhall School of
Music and Drama in 2011 they have gone on to give acclaimed
performances and win awards. In 2016 they won both the Grand
Prize and the Audience Prize in the St Martin-in-the-Fields
Chamber Music Competition, and were awarded a place on the
prestigious Tillett Trust Young Artists’ Programme. They have
appeared live on BBC Radio 3’s ‘In
Tune’, and have given numerous recitals
around the UK (including a previous set
of performances for Concerts in the
West). Now Concerts in the West are
bringing them back to the West Country
for a mini tour.
The programme for this tour will include
a piece by Debussy that is actually written for flute, viola and
harp, with arrangements of Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet and a
host of English composers including Beamish, Between Earth and
Sea, songs by Dowland and Clarke and Variations on Bonnie
Sweet Robin by Ethel Smyth. The latter is a particular favourite of
the editor!
You can see the Pelleas Ensemble as follows:
31 March 7pm Methodist Church 7 The Avenue, Minehead TA24
5AY
1 April 7.30pm Ilminster Arts Centre TA19 0AN
2 April 7.30pm The Dance House, Crewkerne TA 18 7AL
3 April 3pm Church of St Roch, Pendomer, nr Yeovil BA22 9PH
Standard adult tickets will be £18. Children 12 and under can
come for free with a paying adult. Booking information from
concertsinthewest@gmail.com
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Art at the front

Little and Large

Seed, the arts council-funded consortium bringing public art to
Sedgemoor are working on a new project with Burnham-on-Sea
and Highbridge Town Council. The idea is to brighten up a rather
grey section of the sea wall along the front at Burnham-on-Sea.
The sea wall runs along the boundary of the footway on the
western side of the Esplanade and South Esplanade, above the
beach. It was built in 1988 to help prevent damage of the likes
experienced in the huge December 1981 storms, when the town
was flooded with sea water. It is certainly functional, but the grey
concrete doesn’t make for the brightest frontage to the beach
and sea beyond.
The proposed new artwork should change all that. The winning
design will run along a half-mile stretch of sea wall between the
planned new play area at South Esplanade and the Burnham-onSea pavilion.
Pick your artist
Initially artists were invited to submit a proposal to a selection
panel comprising members of Burnham-on-Sea and Highbridge
Town Council, Seed and community representatives. The brief
for the artwork was to create a durable piece that responded to
the local natural environment and celebrates the ecology of this
part of Bridgwater Bay. Two outstanding proposals were
shortlisted and are now on display for members of the public to
choose the one they prefer.
Artist Jacqueline Seifert of Orakel Workshop proposes to create
a series of 10 unique tiled artworks, each exploring the special
characteristics of the natural landscape. The second proposal
from artist Svetlana Kondakova explores a similar design concept.
Svetlana will produce three mosaic murals, portraying views of
Bridgwater Bay mudflats and the variety of wildlife they support
above and below the surface.
Now it’s up to the community of Burnham-on-Sea and
Highbridge, to decide which of these final two proposals will be
created and installed. Both proposals have been displayed in The
Princess Theatre and Arts Centre with voting boxes. Voting has
now closed so we’ll let you know who won when we find out!
And in the meantime here are artists impressions of what the two
designs would look like:

The Black Swan Arts centre in Frome is hosting an exhibition of
pen and ink drawings by Guy Watts and Daniel McGirr exploring
nature and the universe. Guy and Daniel both specialise in
producing meticulous drawings with a high degree of abstraction.
Both bring an element of obsessiveness to their practice. An
example might be not allowing certain lines to touch one another
or simply being willing to reproduce repeating lines hundreds of
times in one drawing to give their artwork a three-dimensional
quality.
Frome artist Guy Watts works at a tiny scale. Each of his
drawings is composed of hundreds of fine pen marks. Slowly
(each work can take up to three months to complete) they build
up to create detailed images that are both dreamy and complex.
Bristol-based Daniel McGirr works at a much larger scale. He
says his abstract drawings are inspired by the natural and
manmade world, which seems to cover everything! Using organic
forms and patterns with precise edges and angles, Daniel
endeavours to challenge people’s perceptions of art and what can
be achieved through painstaking detail.
Guy Watts & Daniel McGirr, A Duet of Lines is at the Long
Gallery at Black Swan Arts in Frome to the 3 April.

New Model Army
No, we’re not talking General Fairfax and the Battle of
Langport, but the band formed by Justin Sullivan, lead singer,
guitarist and the only member of the band of that name to
keep faith for 40-odd years. Mind you, to warm to our civil
war theme, Sullivan used the nom de guerre of “Slade The
Leveller” for much of the early years. So, of course, we’re
automatically onside already.
Initially, and certainly for much of the time I was following
them, they were a quintessential punk/new wave band. But
over the decades their music has evolved to take in folk, soul,
rock and classical influences. Taking their cue from the
legendary Bob Dylan, they’ve resolutely refused to belong to a
style or genre for any significant period of time. Yet, despite all
this annoying (for music journos who love to pigeon-hole
bands) diversity, they’ve had album sales in the millions and
always attracted top producers to work on their recorded
music.
Formed in Bradford in 1980, they had planned a 40-year
anniversary show. Of course the pandemic got in the way and
this is now it. A couple of years late but hey, who’s counting?
Today New Model Army comprise Sullivan, Dean White
(keyboards and guitar), Michael Dean (drums), Marshall Gill
(guitar) and Ceri Monger (bass).
New Model Army play the Cheese and Grain in Frome on
Thursday 24 March at 8pm. Tickets £28; box office 01373
455420.

Somerton Art Show is back!
After a gap of two years the Somerton Group of Artists are
delighted to welcome visitors once again to an exhibition and sale
of works. The group have put together a wide selection of
paintings, both framed and unframed, as well as artists’ greetings
cards. It is a great opportunity to purchase an original piece from
a local artist and possibly get to chat to them too.
After enforced cancellations, group members are all very excited
to once again show the work they have created during the
lockdowns – and beyond.
Entry is free and everyone is welcome including families, with no
obligation to buy.
The dates for your diary are…
Tuesday 5 to Saturday 9 April 2022, the Parish Centre, Market
Square, Somerton TA11 7NB. Open 10am-4pm each day.
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Long and Winding Road

Phoenix Rising

Mandi Tuite is going for a walk. But not a stroll down to the
community shop in her home village of Kingsbury Episcopi. She
has a bigger plan in mind. Next month in fact Mandi plans to walk
from her home at Lockleaze, Kingsbury Episcopi to the Hospice
in the Weald at Pembury near Royal Tunbridge Wells in Kent.
She will set out on Friday 8 April and, if all goes to plan and the
weather is kind, she’ll finish in Kent on Easter Sunday 17 April.
She will have support along the way from her friend Lyn. She’ll be
driving a motor home along the same route over the 10 days of
the walk.
Mandi is walking to raise money for three charities: Yeovil
Hospital Charity; Parkinsons UK; and Hospice in the Weald. It
will be tinged with sadness as she walks in memory of her aunt
who lost her four-year battle with breast cancer in July 2021. She
left behind her husband who is now in a care home with
Parkinson’s and dementia.
If you’d like to follow Mandi’s progress you can do so on
Instagram or Facebook by looking up @somerset_strolls. And if
you’d like to support the charities she is raising money for, you
can do so by using one of these links (there’s one for each
charity).
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/mandi-tuite2
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/mandi-tuite3
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/mandi-tuite1

Each year Co-op selects a number of community groups and
projects across the country to support, and then offers its
members the opportunity to pick one of these causes. For every
£1 spent in store by a membership card holder, Co-op will
donate 1p to their chosen community funded project.
This year, Yeovil-based Phoenix Voices are incredibly proud and
grateful to be able to say that they are one of the chosen causes.
The choir began in 2014 and has since grown in size and
popularity, with more than 60 active members by the end of
2019.
Pre-Covid the choir would put on concerts for the local
community, raising money for charities and local causes. One of
their aims is to combat social isolation in the elderly and the
stigma and isolation faced by those living with mental ill-health
through music – either in performance or recruitment. To this
end, they perform popular, well loved songs for residents in many
different care homes. The pandemic has severely increased
mental health issues, isolation, loneliness, and has also halted
many community projects. Their work is probably more
important than ever.
One of their current project aims is to deliver weekly singing
activities to the residents at Wessex House in Somerton. The
activities are a form of dementia support, to alleviate loneliness
and promote wellbeing. The project runs for 12 sessions, as a
structured form of informal community music therapy. The end
goal is to invite residents to join them in a concert, enabled by
choir members and accompanied by a small band, which will be
open to relatives to attend and recorded on DVD.
Off the back of this project, there should be further opportunities
to create similar projects in other care homes, but also for choir
members to use the recordings to perform in small groups in
other care homes throughout the community.
Co-op members can select Phoenix as their local cause by visiting
https://membership.coop.co.uk/causes/62853.

Fortnight of festival frolics in
Somerton
Such is the success of the annual Somerton Music & Arts Festival
that the event has now been extended to cover two weeks from
1 to the 14 July. That is in addition to a prelude event in the form
of an art and photography exhibition at the end of May.
The festival fortnight itself comprises a wide range of events to be
held across the town, with bands playing in the local hostelries,
talks, walks, musical recitals and various food and drink themed
workshops.
The flagship of the festival however is Somerstock on Saturday
July 9th, Somerton’s own family-friendly music festival, which is
shaping up to be a corker! As well as headline act The Hoosiers
leading the charge of ten live bands providing continuous music all
day, the festival offers a much wider array of food outlets,
multiple bars, the return of the silent disco and entertainment for
the children.
The organisers would like to clarify that the family fun day, which
is now part of the Somerstock weekend, will take place the day
after Somerstock on Sunday July 10th on the recreation ground
and will be free to attend as usual. Fun-day activities will include
the traditional blend of displays, family activities, food, bars, classic
cars and live music, but bigger and better than before!
The events to be held across town from the 1st to 14th July
include:
The Art & Photography exhibition runs from 28th May until 4th
June, opening daily from 10am to 4pm (closed on Sunday 29th
May). Alongside the exhibition, the festival will be hosting talks
and interactive workshops including digital art, felting and
drawing, as well as workshops for children in bracelet making and
sewing, plus an afternoon of crocheting.
The exhibition is free to visit and provides an opportunity for all
amateur photographers, artists, sculptors and needle-workers to
display their work. Exhibitors need to reserve a place to enter
their work and will need to book early to avoid disappointment.
Entries can be made at www.somertonartsfestival.co.uk/exhibit
For more information on all the events go to
www.somertonfestival.co.uk
Tickets www.somerstock.co.uk/tickets
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Dungeons and Dragons?
Sam and Zoe versus Evermore is a drama about a 21st century
phenomenon. Addiction to gaming. With a relationship coming
apart at the seams, Zoe tried to get through to boyfriend Sam. To
snap him out of his depression and to save their relationship. The
trouble is it is increasingly hard to communicate with him. So Zoe
comes up with a strategy. She designs an interactive adventure, a
sort of dungeons and dragons for her and Sam to play.
And where would an interactive adventure be without audience
participation? The performance is constructed from interactive
storytelling, atmospheric sound design, puppetry and practical
effects and two actors create countless characters from Hobbits
to Hill Giants!
Audiences participate as “Rogues, Mages and Barbarians”, playing
games, supporting characters and helping Sam make key decisions
on his quest.
This is not the sort of show that comes along too often and is
presented in support of CALM (Campaign Against Living
Miserably).
Sam and Zoe versus Evermore is at the Brewhouse Theatre in Taunton
on 19 March at 7.45pm. Tickets £10.50 Box Office 01823 283 244

Don Carlos
The McMillan Theatre, Bridgwater are screening the Met Opera,
New York’s performance of Don Carlo on 31 March at 5pm.
Astonishingly this is the first time the Met have put on one of
Verdi’s most important operas. Tenor Matthew Polenzani takes
the title role, soprano Sonya Yoncheva as Élisabeth de Valoi.
With arguably the most dramatic finale in opera, a fine duet “Dio,
Che Nell'alma Infondere Amor” and some really stirring moments
in between this is not one to miss. Exhilarating stuff.
Tickets £16 Box Office 01278 556677
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Somerset Portraits and Voices
Kate Lynch’s new book and exhibition is a celebration of
Somerset’s rich craft traditions. And there was no shortage of
crafts to choose from. The fact that she found one of the last
companies in the world weaving horsehair in Castle Cary, the last
sieve and riddlemaker in the country and a handmade paper mill
powered by a waterwheel on Exmoor is testament to what a
special place Somerset is. Kate
visited makers of brushes, bee
skeps, horse harnesses and
baskets, as well as traditional
hedge-layers, blacksmiths,
farriers, stone carvers and
potters.
As well as interviewing, she took
two years in which she made
paintings and drawings of 30
traditional craftspeople while
collecting their stories. The end
product is a fine collection,
shining light on familiar and lesser known artisans and proving that
the crafts are alive and kicking in Somerset.
Local focus
The Langport and Somerton area is well represented. And there
was a special moment in gathering material for the book when
Kate visited the Muchelney Pottery in the summer of 2021. She
made a charcoal drawing of John Leach helping to pack his kiln for
what turned out to be John’s last firing. He sadly died a few
weeks later. Kate talked to John
that night and heard many stories
of his life as a potter.
Steve Overthrow is a sievewright
who lives in Langport and has a
workshop in Curload. He revived
the craft when he learnt that the
last sievewright (also known as
riddlemakers) had given up the
trade. His sieves and riddles are
used by gardeners, potters and
fishermen and he has plenty of orders.
Will Shakspeare works with fire in Langport, wielding molten
glass on the end of an iron all day, blowing it to form his exquisite
glasses, bowls and lamps.
There are many more craftspeople featured from across the
county including Nick Durnan, a stone carver and conservator in
Drayton; Nigel Bunce, a thatcher in Muchelney; and Arthur Lynch
(Kate’s son) who lives in Kingsdon and is a traditional carpenter
and green oak timber framer.
Craft – Somerset Portraits And Voices features a collection of Kate’s
drawings and paintings accompanied by extracts of her
conversations with her subjects. For the exhibition (which will
run at the Rural Life Museum, Glastonbury, from 26 March to 5
June) she prepared a short film of some of the makers in the
exhibition, including dry stone walling on the Mendips and bell
rope making in Somerton.
Kate told The Leveller®: “I feel privileged to have spent time in the
workshops of some of Somerset’s finest craftspeople, sketching
them at work and hearing their stories. My charcoal drawings and
paintings are a tribute to their
knowledge and time-honoured
skills.”
Craft – Somerset Portraits And Voices
is published on 26 March, price
£18.99. Full colour, hard back, 84
pages. It is available from the
Somerset Rural Life Museum,
Shakspeare Glass and Arts, ACE
Arts, Muchelney Pottery and other
local outlets.
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National Garden
Scheme – Fairfield
Fairfield has an informal garden of great
variety, surrounding the house which dates
from the 12th century, but was largely
rebuilt in Elizabethan times.
The 18th-century park has fine trees and
views of the Quantock Hills and the sea. The woodland garden is
particularly interesting in spring, with many naturalised and
unusual bulbs including snowdrops, crocuses, cyclamen, daffodils,
fritillaries, wood anemones and bluebells among flowering shrubs
and trees.

The walled former kitchen garden includes interesting small trees,
shrubs and grass, with a rose garden and herbaceous border.
Children and adults can enjoy the small paved replica of the
original maze.
There are many kinds of apple in the traditional orchard with
daffodils planted in the grass, leading on to more woodland and
pleasant walks. Fairfield has much to enjoy whether exploring or
relaxing.
Address: Stogursey, Bridgwater TA5 1PU.
Contact: Lady Acland Hood Gass
Facilities: Home-made teas.
Disabled Information: Wheelchair access – Flat with grassed
paths that can be difficult when wet.
Opening Dates and Time: Sun 10 Apr (2-5).
Booking Tickets: Visits to this garden can be reserved through
the NGS website: https://www.ngs.org.uk; or by paying at the gate
using cash only.
Admission: £5, child free.
Directions: 7 miles east of Williton. 11 miles west of
Bridgwater. From A39 Bridgwater to Minehead Road turn North.
Garden 1½ miles west of Stogursey on Stringston Road. No
coaches.
To see more gardens open for the NGS, see The Yellow Book,
or Local County Leaflet, available from local Garden Centres, or
go to: https://www.ngs.org.uk
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Strode Theatre Needs You!
Strode Theatre has announced its Spring programme. It has plenty
to look forward to including the first Strode Book Festival. But
even as it launched t6he programme, the interim Theatre Manager,
Farès K Moussa, has to point out that the theatre is under the
most difficult financial position it has ever been.
Strode Theatre has a long history of service to the community.
Donated to the community in 1963, initially it was run by
Somerset County Council. It is now part of Strode College, but it
operates mainly on a commercial basis, with an annual audience of
around 55,000 and over 400 events each year, including many
community shows.
Today it receives receives limited public funding from Street Parish
Council and the British Film Institute. Mr Moussa feels short
changed: “Ever since 2011, when Mendip District Council ceased
funding to the arts, the Theatre has struggled to fill the £50,000+
deficit it runs each year. Mr Fares compares that with South
Somerset District Council which has recently announced a further
£6m funding for the Octagon Theatre extension.
He says “I am working to find ways we can adapt, but even with
operational and programming changes, we will struggle to meet our
costs, certainly for the foreseeable future. This is why I am reaching out
to the community and to businesses throughout the County for help. I
am open to suggestions and approaches for sponsorship and
partnership opportunities; and of course, one of the best ways anyone
can help is by coming out to watch live theatre and music and films on
the big screen or by joining or donating to Friends of Strode Theatre.
Next year, we look forward to celebrating Strode Theatre having been a
hub for arts and culture for 60 years and I am actively seeking
partnerships and fundraising opportunities to help us celebrate this
occasion and look forward.”
Meanwhile the best way to show you support for Street’s much
loved theatre, is to find something you like on their programme
and go along and enjoy the show.
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A mouse? Where?

Pam Ayres

Not there on the stairs but there….in Othery Village Hall on
Saturday 26th March from 6.30pm onwards. Free entry to see the
mice go clip clipittey clop in Othery’s nearly famous mouse racing
event. No they aren’t real mice. No rodents will be hurt in the
making of this event.
And in between the races you’ll find hot food on sale and a cash
bar.
All profits from the evening will go to Othery Street Fayre funds.
Will you be able to sing how lucky I am with a winning mouse?

Pam is not just a name, she is a description. She’ll no doubt
become a word in the Oxford English Dictionary. You know, a bit
like Pythonesque. Something to describe the corny rhymes, that
are, actually quite a lot more than that. Beneath the jolly banter
there is depth too. Pam’s rhymes have stayed with us for a
reason. There has always been a bit of a tendency for highfalutin
poetry to eschew anything as obvious as a rhyme. Pam Ayres
pricked that bubble and rather like the Liverpool poets, spoke to
a wider audience. It isn’t trivial if it rhymes and it isn’t trivial if you
remember it fondly.
She is undoubtedly a national treasure and she is even more
undoubtedly coming to Yeovil.
You can see Pam Ayres at the Octogon Theatre on Wednesday
30 March at 7.30pm. Tickets £27.50 Box Office 01935 422884

RNLI “Behind the Scenes”
-how does it happen?
The Somertom & Langport Area Branch RNLI are giving a talk
for all ages on the efforts made to get the rescues at sea and
on the beach to happen.
Please come along & learn first hand about staying safe on the
beach and in the sea; see the kit the lifeboat men & women
use & learn what to do if you get into trouble.
Entrance free. Tea & cakes
Tuesday April 12th at Long Sutton Village Hall 4-30pm
Details: Mary Mullineux 01458 251057

Author visit to Street Library

The Strange Case of
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Blackeyed Theatre is one of the UK's leading touring theatre
companies, with more than 12 years’ experience of bringing
exciting, high quality work to over a hundred towns and cities.
This includes, for their latest production, Burnham-on-Sea and
the Princess Theatre. Founded with the belief that work that's
commercially successful can be ground-breaking, unconventional
or brave; Blackeyed has garnered critical acclaim. Now it brings
its adaptation of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
on tour.
You probably know the basics? Doctor Henry Jekyll is a good
man. Successful within his field and respected by his peers, he’s
close to a neurological discovery that will change the face of
medical science forever. Jekyll experiments on himself, and
creates his alter ego, the brutal Edward Hyde.
Immerse yourself in the myth and mystery of 19th-century
London’s fog-bound streets. Watch as love, betrayal and murder
lurk at every chilling twist and turn. Gripping, stylish and thoughtprovoking, this is unmissable theatre. Go on…treat your dark
side!
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is at the Princess
Theatre, Burnham-on-Sea on Wednesday 16 March and Thursday
17 March at 7.30pm. Tickets: Adult £19, Members and Students
£13, Schools from £10.50. Box Office 01278 784464.

To make something of a highlight at the end of their Annual
General Meeting (AGM), the Friends of Street Library have
invited author Alison Knight to give a talk. The AGM starts at
4.45pm and lasts around 25 minutes. That will be followed by
refreshments and then the talk.
Alison Knight is a relatively new author. Born in London, she has
been a lawyer, child-minder and a professional fundraiser. She
went to university at the age of 45, gaining a first class degree in
Creative Writing at Bath Spa University and an MA with Merit at
Oxford Brookes. She studied with award-winning writer Steve
Voake (who by happy coincidence will be in Street Library on
Saturday 2 April 10.45am-12.45pm for an Adult Workshop –
‘Writing for Children’).
Alison’s first book, Rosie Goes to War, is a time slip novel inspired
by family stories of life in the Blitz, and her own daughter’s lack of
interest in history. It is written as young adult fiction. She found it
so much fun to write the first novel, that she decided to create a
series of adventures for Rosie and her eccentric family. She has
planned and written two more novels since then.
Alison Knight is at Street Library, 6 Leigh Road, Street BA16 0HA
on Wednesday 27 April 2022

Exploring Garden History

The Arts Society Sedgemoor (TASS) was formed in 1995 and is
now a thriving and active society with about 100 members. Their
members come from throughout Sedgemoor and beyond. They
hold their monthly lectures at the “37 Club”, Puriton, Bridgwater,
in the grounds of what was the old Royal Ordnance factory, off
Junction 23 of the M5. It is easy to find – being half way between
Puriton and Woolavington.
The April lecture will look at how the Beaufort family created
gardens at Raglan Castle during Tudor times; at Troy House in
the Stuart period; and at Badminton on the cusp of the 18th
century. Interestingly, the Beauforts take the surname “Somerset”
and are rather more directly descended from King Henry II than
The staff at Wells Library have invited Oxfam to mount a small
our current monarch. However they were barred from ruling by
exhibition in the main room of the library. The Mid Somerset
a decree of Henry IV.
Oxfam Group (MSOG) has risen to the challenge and has
They have made up for their lack of a claim to the throne of
prepared a display with three elements.
England by laying claim to some of its finest gardens instead. Many
First, of course, is Oxfam – with a brief picture of the
great country houses have records of the design of their gardens
international organisation.
over the years: estate maps, paintings, drawings and, occasionally,
Second is a description of the local fund-raising and campaigning
diaries and stories of peoples' experiences, giving a fascinating
activity undertaken by MSOG. The Group hopes that by
insight into the past. And the Beauforts are no exception. In her
illustrating how Oxfam fights against poverty worldwide, people
richly illustrated talk, which includes 3D and fly-through
will be inspired to join the Group.
reconstructions of these gardens from her research, Dr
The third element is all about water and comprises an explanation Ann Benson, an authority on the subject, provides a fascinating
of Oxfam's remarkable history of coping with the shortage of
insight into how the history of a garden can be uncovered.
clean water and decent sanitation in situations that we, in this
The TASS talk, on 6 April, at 2pm for a 2.15pm start; or come
country, can hardly contemplate.
earlier to chat to other members in the bar. Visitors are always
The exhibition will be in Wells Library between 7 and 20 April.
welcome, at a charge of £8 per lecture.

Oxfam Exhibition in Wells Library
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Walter’s Words of
Wisdom
In sombre mood.
As we write this, tanks are rolling into Ukraine
and the jackboot of the dictator is once more
treading on the streets of a European country.
Perhaps this is a good moment to reflect that
these crises are eternal. There is always a new
one somewhere. There are fears. Sometimes unfounded,
sometimes real. Sometimes stoked up for political advantage. But
always fears. And this is how Walter Bagehot viewed the situation
in the mid-19th century following a change of government in
France.
Invasion Fears
You may like five words on a French invasion. I can’t myself
imagine, and what is more to the point, I do not observe that
anybody here has any notion of, any such inroad into England as
was contemplated and proposed by General Changarnier. No one
in the actual conduct of affairs, with actual responsibility for
affairs, not, as the event proved, even Ledru Rollin, could,
according to me, encounter the risk and odium of such a hateful
and horribly dangerous attempt. But, I regret to add, there is a
contingency which sensible people here (so far as I have had the
means of judging) do not seem to regard as at all beyond the
limits of rational probability, by which a war between England and
France would most likely be superinduced; that is, a French
invasion of Belgium. I do not mean to assure you that this week
or next the Prince-President will make a razzia in Brussels. But I
do mean that it is thought not improbable that somehow or
other, on some wolf-and-the-lamb pretext, he may pick a quarrel
with King Leopold, and endeavour to restore to the French the
“natural limit” of the Rhine. Now, I have never seen the terms of
the guarantee which the shrewd and cautious Leopold exacted
from England before he would take the throne of Belgium, but as
the only real risk was a French aggression upon this tempting
territory, I do not make any doubt but that the expressions of
that instrument bind us to go to war in defence of the country
whose limits and independence we have guaranteed. And in this
case, an invasion of England would be as admissible a military
movement as an invasion of France. I hope, therefore, you will
use your best rhetoric to induce people to put our pleasant
country in a state of adequate and tolerable defence.
[Letters on the French Coup D’état of 1851, Addressed to the
Editor of “The Inquirer” – Letter V, Paris, Jan/Feb 1852]
You can find out more about Walter Bagehot, his life and thoughts by
visiting langportheritage.org.uk

Mummers come to
Stoke St Gregory
The community owned hub and pub in Stoke St Gregory, the
Royal Oak, is presenting a celebration of the Spring Equinox,
when Spring begins on Sunday 20 March at 12:30pm. This free
event will be led by the Langport Mummers who are well
known for their interpretations of ancient customs.
The traditional folk plays are known as 'The Mummers' Play' are
often based on the legend of Saint George. Their origins are
hard to define. The earliest surviving books containing the texts
of Mummers Plays dates to the 18th century.
However Mummer's plays and the similar mystery plays can be
traced back to mediaeval times. The first recorded Mummers
plays are for the wedding of Edward I's daughter. This was in
1296 and the festivities included "mummers of the court" along
with "fiddlers and minstrels".
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Many of the costumes for the Mummers hide their faces and this
acts as both increasing the mystery and liberating the performers
around those they would know and love. This is consistent with
the concept of 'guising', going in disguise as part of festivities. So
masks, streamers, hats with strips hanging down and blackened
faces are variously used to strange and beguiling effect.
Originally the players were drawn from the working class
community in groupings, so for example the Plough Monday
plays were performed by Plough Hands and so on. The
performers carried on family participation handing down the
roles on death or retirement.
Mummer's plays are often comic in tone with a formal structure
but allowing for many comic asides and there is an element of
community celebration and humour in the performances.
However the plays are not pantomime in nature and taken very
seriously by the performers.
And as locals will testify, the Langport Mummers are always
great fun and fine performers of their art!
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